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• Eudoxa Flexocor 

Complete line of Violinists & Makers Supplies. Send for Art Catalogue. 

Di stri butors of Pi rastro Wondertone Strings in Canada 

George Heinl� Toronto James Croft & Son, Winnipeg 

Peate Music Supplies, Montreal Landers Distributors Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. 

'UitaH llllfort COlllfan( 
594S 3Itlantic Blv�. + m9(WOO�t Calif+ + ll+S.3I. 

Stringed Instruments and Accessories + Old roaster 130ws + Violins + Violas + Celli + 'Rare 1300ks 
Write for C atalogue and P rice List. Discount to Maker and Musicians. 

OLD ITALIA N 
CREMONA VARNISH FOR VIOLINS 

Fillers for Tone 
Stain for Shoding Eosily Applied 

Made from Fossil Resins 

ALL COLORS I NCLUDING NATURAL 
Oil or Spirit 

Prices Postpaid 2 oz. $ 1 .50 
4 oz. $2.50 8 oz. $4.50 

S. KUJAWA 
1 958 East Hawthorne St. Paul 1 9, Minn., U.S.A. 

WILLIAM REEVES Bookseller Ltd. 
Considerable stock of Scarce Books 

on the Violin Family and Violin Making 

Books on Music in all its Branches 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

10 Norbury C rescent, 
London, S.W. 16, ENGLAND 

Keep in Contact with the Players, 
They are Your Customers 

The American String Teachers Association is a non-profit 

musical and educational organization established in 1946. 
It serves string and orchestra teachers and students. 

Promotes and encourages professional and amateur string 

and orchestra study and performance. 

The American String Teachers Association has a develop

ment and prOgressive program which includes: 

1. Summer Workshops for string teachers and amoteur 
chamber music players. 1960 conferences were held at 

Colorado Springs, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Put-In-Bay, 

Ohio and Interlochen Michigan. 

2. Publications. A newsletter STRI NG TALK is published 
four times each year. The Official Journal, AMERICAN 

STRI N G  TEACHER is now published four times each 

year. 

ASTA has many other valuable publications available. 

The AMERICAN STRING TEACHERS ASSOCIATION is only 

$5.00 per year. If you are intere·-ted in supporting the art 

of string playing ASTA is your organization. 
Your ASTA contact is: 

Robert H. Klotman, 70 N. Broadway, Akron, Ohio, U.S.A. 
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Praetorius' 3 Vol. S yntagma Musicum contains the S ciagra phia, earliest true-scale technical drawings 
of musical instruments, using camera obscura method. For 340 years all writing on music and instruments has been the 

poorer for lack of this important, and very rare, reference. 
This may be the first modern reproduction of this title p age. 

G. & G. Smiley June 4, 1961 

r or advertising space apply to the Editor. " The J ournal goes right into the Violin Maker's Home" 

Our advertisers make the J ournal possible. They have faith in us - Why not support them! 
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GUEST EDIT O RIAL 

by Roelof Weertman 

"Congratulations to the IN ew' Violin Makers J oumal. A splendid set-up. Good luck to you and 

your work. You are doing a splendid job I" 

Now this does not necessarily mean that I do not take issue with certain articles published; but that 

is as it should be. As long as you deal with amateur and professional builders, with no more than an artistic 

background, you will have articles coming in that are mainly only " one man's opinion". 

But just as modem science has grown from much alchemistry and superstition, more and more future 

builders must acquire, not only skills of their hands, but schooling in physics and mathematics in order to 

understand the underlying principles of violin construction. For the original body, or soundbox has to be 

built to absolute science, if one hopes to achieve any kind of definite result. 

I sometimes wonder why the "boys" get off the main road and lose so much time exploring the 

by-ways. A year is so short - and so is a lifetime! And only a few fiddles can be built, to afford much 

opportunity to experiment. 

Even the modem scientist will do much groping - tap-tones, resonances, etc. Th ese are all 

approaches and seeking the differences between " just" fiddles and real violins. 

Here and there we'll have a break through and eventually the combination of an artist and a 

scientist, in one person, will build as fine an instrument as Strad ever did, plus leaving available, all 

the "know how" for other peoples' benefit. 

So while the beginning (the present) is somewhat muddy; do not despair; you are building towards 

the future and your efforts in the long run will be well rewarded, remember there will be no prejudice 

against new instruments provided they are of good enough tonal qualities. This might be heartening for 

those who are led to believe that they haven't got a chance. They have. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers, and I linger on the shore, 

And the individual withers, and the world is more and more . 

. . .  Tennyson 
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The meeting held on Saturday evening, May 13th, 

was well attended. 

Our participation in the 1962 World's Fair at Seattle 

was discussed but nothing definite was decided. Any Canad

ian Makers wanting information on the Canadian Govern
ment's intention of putting up a World's Fair Building should 

write to the Honourable George Hees, Minister of Trade and 

Commerce, House of Parliament, Ottawa, whose depart

ment looks after such things. 

Special guests at the meeting were Dr. Leonard 

Marsh, and Professor Hans-Carl Piltz, faculty members of 

the University of British Columbia. Each spoke on the sub

ject of what the player expects of an instrument. Professor 

Piltz gave a brief outline of the work being done by the 

Music Department of U. B. C. 
They have what is called a Lab course, which teaches 

an elementary knowledge of string instruments. Thirty stu

dents of varying calibre comprised the 1960-61 class. Ex

pectations for the coming year is fifty. According to Pro

fessor Piltz the instruments that have been donated to his 

department by members of our Association are constantly 

being used. 

Professor Piltz then went on to speak of what is re

quired of an instrument by the player. For example, a solo 

instrument should be able to project into the far corners of 

the concert hall and cut through the rest of the orchestra or 

grand pianol while an orchestra instrument should blend with 

the others but also be able to give if it is demanded of it. 

For quartet playing, balance is most important, instruments 

should be matched for tone, but quantity must also be ade

quate. 

The two most positive things necessary are response 
and uniformity or evenly balanced strbgs. Craftsmanship 

must also be there. Tone, whether loud, soft, dark etc. is 

secondary. 

Dr. Marsh: 

In commenting on Prof. Piltz' talk, Dr. Marsh said 

he wanted to underline first a point which, in his opinion, 

LOCAL NEWS 

we describe them? Also most people agree readily enough 

about a beautiful speaking voice, when we are lucky 

enough we hear one; and about ugly voices, though this 

usually requires some persuasion, because there are so 

many, and because we had to grow accustomed to them. 

But what makes them ugly or beaudful? 

Now isn't it Significant that a beautiful voice is 

"well modulated" ? This means that it is under control, but 

also that it changes, that it isn't monotonous and uninterest

ing, and quite often it is soft. How many loud voices do you 

know which you would describe as beautiful? Surely there 

are parallels for violins here. Isn't " responsiveness" very 

close to the well modulated voice? Also it means that the 

"beautiful violin" is half instrument and half player, (though 

you must have both halves). It follows that the quest for 

the violin-maker is: What makes a violin responsive? Cer

tainly not: What makes it loud? "If loudness were the cri

terion, said Dr. Marsh, "I would regard the modern orches

tra, and some conductors and some loud speaker systems, 
as the worst enemy of the violin maker." 

Dr. Marsh agreed with all that Prof. Piltz had said 

about the practical considerations a musician must have in 
mind when choosing an instrument, but he wanted to put in 

a special word for intimate forms of music and for instru

ments with individuality. Perhaps there aren't enough 

Sonata and quartet players, but design some of your instru

ments for them. If your instruments are good and the play

ers are wise, they'll pay for them He suggested, in trying 

to sum up his own experience, that there are three equal 

factors, and you can't judge tone with only two of them. 

They are (1) craftsmanship, which is the solid foundation, 

as Mr. Piltz had made clear; (2) proper adjustment, which 

includes not only bass bar, bridge, and soundpost, but the 

most careful attention to strings, and (3) playing. 

He questioned whether a new instrument is really 

"played in" l that is, is improved over time, as is so often 

asserted. Of course, a fiddle needs a little time to settle 

down if it has been through a drastic operation (new bridge, 

has not received enough attention. This is that "tone", soundpost, etc.) But in his experience, the instrument, new 

though we all talk about it, is never systematically described. or old, "improves" when the player has worked hard learn-

What do we mean by a "beautiful tone", or a "poor tone"? 

He suggested that one of the reasons is that violin "tone" is 

in many ways like the human voice. Individual human 
voices have the most remarkable degrees of difference. We 
know voices of relatives, friends, associates, etc. but can 
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ing what the violin, cello, etc., is capable of; and the 

player must be concerned with responsiveness. If the 

fellow wielding the bow doesn't know the difference be
tween " expressive" and " forte sonoroso", don't pay too 

much attention to his tests. 



THE ACTION OF VARNISH AND FILLERS 
ON VIOLIN WOOD 

by Robert Hill 

The effect of varnish is greatly attributed to the 
manner of its application, the quantity of thinners used and 
the oxidizing agents used. Also, the varnish is often acted 
on by the breaking up of the filler, which in turn, is acted 
on by the wood itself according to its nature. Wood is made 
up of partly a cellular tissue which varies in form according 
to species and the part inspected. This tissue is made up of 
small cavities called pores, and they are covered with a 
hard brittle substance called lignin. These pores are filled 
with mineral salts a ,d organic substances, gelatinous in 
nature, and held in solution by a viscous liquid containing 
nitrogenous matter, the whole being called albuminous sub
stances. The older the wood, the more viscous is this matter, 
while sapwood contains less viscous matter holding these 
substances in solution. This albumen in wood acts on sub
stances such as filler and varnishes, good or bad. The sea
soning of wood does not dispose of these substances, the 
water evaporates leaving them adhering to the sides of the 
cells. The drier these substances are, the less action they 
exert on the filler and varnish. If the filler disintegrates, 
it affects the varnish. Some fillers are manufactured from 
old linseed oil, old varnish, turpentine, benzene, rosin, 
whiting, cornstarch flour, silica etc., and to these must be 
added a large volume of potash so that they will hold in 
solution. There must be an excess of potash which does not 
combine with the filler, and this attacks the albumen of the 
wood, releasing it from the wood and causing grayish flakes 
and a formation of powder. This is not a theory, but a fact. 
All alkalies act on and destroy albumen. Therefore we now 
know that any alkali coming in contact with albumen forms 
a compound, which, on drying, is a white brittle substance 
easily disintegrated. This is why potash and such substances 
will remove paint. Alkali not only attacks the albumen in 
the wood, but also attacks it in the oils. A rosin varnish 
over a potash filler gives a better and more permanent 
effect than where the best va�ish is used over the same 
filler. This is because of the rosin in the potash. Also, 
potash will not remove a rosin varnish. Alcohol varnishes 
and varnishes made by the aid of heat, stand up well, and 
this is because of the fact that alcohol renders albumen 
insoluble. 

Open grained wood contains more sap than close 
grained wood, so there is more albumen to adhere to the 
sides of the cells, and the more readily it is attacked by 
alkali and destroyed. Alcohol rel,ders albumen insoluble 
immediately on application, and it is prevented froIT'. 
compounding with any other substance, or any other sub
stance compounding with it. 

Wash half of a board with alcohol, apply alkali 
filler and varnish. Wash the other half with only the filler 
and varnish. In a few months time, the one on which 
there is no alcohol will show the ravishes of time much 
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sooner than will the other. Not much is known about the 
physiology of wood, but enough is known to make it cer
tain that the chemicals in fillers and varnishes do act upon 
its formation. The brilliant red colour of old varnish is got 
from Dragons blood, but not the kind that comes in sticks 
and cones, but the clear pure tear, deeper in colour than a 
carbuncle, and as crystal as a ruby. This is seldom seen 
today as is also the tear of gamboge, which, rriixed with 
the tear of dragon's blood, gives the brilliant orange and 
gold varnish of the ancients. If varnish has become too 
thick through faulty storing, it should be heated and receive 
an addition of hot well boiled linseed oil and oil of turpen
tine. Linseed oil and oil of turpentine added to the var
nish at ordinary temperature, renders it streaky and dim, 
and is bad for drying. Oil of turpentine takes a way the 
gloss of varnish. 

To prepare amber for making varnish, place seven 
pounds in an earthenware vessel with 14 pounds of sal gemme, 
then pour in as much spring water as will dissolve the sal 
gemme. When the latter is dissolved, more water is added 
then put the vessel over a fire until the amber turns white. 
The bleached amber is now placed in an iron pot and heat
ed over a fire until it is completely dissolved. Next, 
remove the pot from the fire and after it is cool, put the 
amber in spring water to eliminate the sal gemme, after 
which the amber is put back into the pot, and again heated 
over the fire till the amber is dissolved. Next, spread the 
amber over a clean marble slab to dry until all the water 
is evaporated and is afterwards exposed to a gentle heat to 
entirely deprive it of humidity I know that 
much of what I have said here does not apply to violin var
nish and fillers, but much of it applies to violin wood, and 
who knows, something may be gleaned from it. I read in 
the journal that someone says • . .  the belly takes care of 
bottom notes and the back takes the top notes. I think this 
is true, and I think that the change over takes place around 
the third position notes of the E string. The best fiddles 
I've heard take on a new and powerful vigour just as the per
former proceeds beyond the 3rd. Position on the E string. 
Taking notice of this fact, may give a clue to back and 
belly proportions. 

I am desperate to know something about the Smiley 
Monochord and how it works in conjunction with micro
tuning. There is an instrument called a Strobocon, which 
is composed of a microphone, an amplifier and revolving 
strobo discs which can register visually, differences of even 
one beat in two seconds. It is used for tuning the tempered 
scale of Pianos. 

If it could be used in connection with plate tuning, 
perfection could be obtained. A high class piano tuner can 
detect these beats in an instant. Maybe I don't have the 
right idea of micro tuning, because as I see it, one must 



first construct the violin in order to find the pitch of the air 
volume inside the violin, after which the plates are taken 

off and tuned. Also, I suppose that the different parts are 
tuned differently, depending on the character of the wood, 
but I have no idea of how to arrive at this pitch. 
S CIENCE AND ART . It seems to me that we humans are 
thrilled as we experience imperfection reaching the perfect 
state, and that when perfection is reached, we become 
quite indifferent. This may be the reason why one will 
pay thousands for a p icture of a great Artist, and yet be 

less thrilled by the sight of the actual subj ect. The perfect
ion of numbers does not move us unless as in the case of the 
near perfection of the differential calculus, or the infinity 

of 0 333 repeater. 
We are forever attempting to improve the deficien

cies of the tempered musical scale for its utility but we 
ignore the purity of the natural p erfect frequencies. C an it 
be that if S cience produces the perfect v iolin, humans 
will take up a similar attitude ? If so, then while humans 
are incapable of appreciating perfection, it is best that 
violins never reach that state .  I wonder what is meant by 
veneering a sound post . Now here is a gadget which can 
improve most violins. Take a three cornered piece of 
wood, same as the back, 3/4 inch each side, thin it down 
till it can be manuvered through the F hole, cut away half 
its thickness, and leave a little foot at each corner like so 

place it feet down on the back inside the vio 
lin where the sound post rests and cut the sound 

post a suitable length. I once procured a violin, German, 
I think, very thick very dark varnish . I felt that there was 
a lot of damp about it, so I placed it in front of a fire, for
getting about it for half an hour, after which I picked it .up 
very warm inde ed, and th e  belly was sweating great beads 
all over, I think this must have been linseed o il. From then 
on for about ten years this instrument was simply great. 
The varnish wasn It affected in the least. I made a violin 
with red cedar for belly, oak for the back, and the rest of 
normal wood. The belly was 1/2 inch under the bridge, 
tapering to about two-sixteenths at the sides. This gave a 
really good tone, but thinking I would improve matters, 
reduced the edges down quite a bit. Alas, the tone power 
was reduced by more than half. Many years ago, I built a 
fiddle of exactly the same kind of wood, but with moderate 
thickness in the plates. I used it for years in Dunfermline 
Opera House . It had quite good power and fine quality, but 
one night, it suddenly sung out most marvellously, so much 
so, that people thought I had bought a very expensive violin. 
I hurried home from that show and starte d  tinkering, in order 
to find out what caused the wonder. But in my tinkering, I 
reduced the instrument to its former class. C an anyone 
solve this mystery. You can take my word for it, this act
ually happened, and I could never wish to have a better 
violin. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

REVIEW YOUR STANDARDS 

by Clifford A .  Hoing 

A perusal of any issues of the Journal will reveal 
that there are many and varied ideas on the way to ensure 
that the instruments you make will have a good tone. Of 
course I admit that everyone is entitled to his (or 

'
her) 

opinion on the best methods of construction and especially 
on what they personally think is a good tone. 

If you have set ideas on this and think that your own 
particular methods and results are completely satisfactory, 
do not let anything I say alter this. But I would mention 
that before you become so certain on this, j ust ask yourself 

if you have placed your work in competition with the worldls 
finest instruments and come out on top! Have your instru' 
ments been accepted for use by top players in comparison 

with many other instruments ? If these things have been ex
perienced by you, then you are in a very fortunate position 
and what you have to say should carry some authority . 

I have found that many makers pay too little atten
tion to the fitting up of their instruments. More care in 
this will repay you by making for a smoother tone and prob
ably fewer wolf-notes. A little powdered graphite (black
lead) rubbed on the front of the instrument at the bridge 
position when you have roughly fitted the bridge will show 
up clearly any little irregularities on the bridge feet when 
the bridge is placed in position and rubbed slightly on the 
front. A correctly fitted bridge should, by the way, 

stand with the back (nearest the tail) upright and the front 

should slope slightly back. I hope the more expert members 
will forgive me mentioning this but at least one maker who 
writes to the J ournal was not aware of this until recently. 
If a little melted candle grease is allowed to soak into th e  
feet o f  the bridge when properly fitted, this will prevent the 
feet from sticking to the varnish of a new instrument. All 
surplus grease should be wiped off by heating up the bridge 
slightly and wiping with a rag. Otherwise the bridge m ight 
slip, espec ially while stringing up. 

The graphite may be removed from the front by wip
ing with a daMp cloth with a little soap on it. 

A little coloured chalk on the ends of the soundpost 
which has been fairly well f itted will probably enable you to 
make a better fit. The part of the surface on the ends of the 
post will show a shine where there are high places . Be sure 
the post is upright and in the proper position, then turn the 
post slightly each way, by means of the setter or long pin 
placed in the little depression made by the setter when plac
ing the post into the fiddle. 

In the same way, chalk th e surface of the front along 
the position for the bassbar when fitting this before fixing . 

When the bar is placed in the correct position and rubbed 
lengthways a little, all high places are located without any 
trouble at all. 



If you want to fit with the ends slightly off, place 
a thumb on each end while sliding back and forth length
ways. To fit closer in the centre hold bar down by the 
centre part to emphasize that part. 

Chalk can help again in shaping the archings. I 
prefer to use a coloured blue, green, red, or other colour 
that will show up clearly on the wood till the fitting is 
nearly perfect. Just rub the chalk on the arching template, 
place this in position and move it sideways a little. The 
places that are too high will show up clearly in chalk. This 
tip saves you squinting and peering at the plate to see if the 
template is fitting anywhere or not. 

No more stiff necks or pencil markings! I You will 
find this old craftsman's tip makes this operation of shaping 
the archings a simple and easy operation. The lengthways 
arching should be completed as carefully as possible before 
trying to fit the cross archings at all closely. Remember 
that all your cross archings depend on the long arch. If 
you try to fit the cross archings before the long arch is 
correct, all your cross archings will probably have to be 
re-cut again. 

I hope these tips will enable you to chalk up more 
successes in making good fiddles! 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

THE DOUBLE BASS 

by H. L. Apps, Luton, England 

Editor's Note: For some months the Journal has promised to produce some information on the Double Bass. This short 
article by Mr. Apps will at least start us thinking in that direction. Mention below is made of a book by Raymond 
Elgar. Mr. Apps thinks this might be more useful to the player than maker. I have secured this book from Wm. Reeves, 
Bookseller, and it is most attractive. Tells in a rather brief manner the building of a Bass. Double Basses are made in a 
wide variety of models. These are described and illustrated by actual photographs pasted in the book. Most of the old 
Masters are represented. A delightful book for anyone and a "must" for those interested in the double bass. Price was 
$3. SO. Mr. Apps' article now follows. 

I have always been interested in the double bass, as 
in all the other bowed instruments, and wish that I could 
play one. My uncle played on :i 3-string bass and when I 
was a boy these old instruments were still in fairly common 
use and could often be picked up quite cheaply. I have not 
seen one for many years and I suppose they are now entirely 
superseded by the 4-string basses with their larger comIJass. 

I do not know of any book giving detailed informa
tion about bass making. There is a section in Maugin & 

Maine's Manual devoted to this subject (in French) but you 

the Bernardel bass, the middle bout of the latter being 
somewhat greater than that of the Guarneri bass. I assume 
that the graduations shown on the left hand diagram relate 
to the belly only, the back being apparently of uniform 
thickness of 6,mm. As you know, many old basses had 
flat backs without any arching at all. I take it that the 
shaded portions indicate the positions of strips of wood 
glued across the back to strengthen it. Because of its bulk 
the bass is more liable to damage than the smaller instru
ments. Indeed, I have seen many old basses fantastically 
patched and re-inforced. You will observe that the dia-

will remember that this book was not very highly thought gram gives no information as to dimensions for scroll, 
of by Heron-Allen. The "Manuel Pratique de Lutherie" by peg-box, neck, fingerboard, etc., but any intelligent 
Roger & Max Millant (also French text) gives a little inform- reader who was furnished with graduations could obtain 
ation but only about the slight variations in size between 
the chamber and concert bass: You will probably have 
noticed the advertisements in recent numbers of THE 
STRAD relating to a recent book by Raymond Elgar entitled 
"An Introduction to the Double Bass" but I should think this 
is intended more for players than makers. 

Now for some more specific information - for what 
it is worth. You will find illustrated in the STRAD for 
April 1960 a bass by August Bernardel made in 1847 from 
an Amati model. The principal body dimensions are given. 
Karel Jalovec's "Italian Violin Makers" gives dimensions 
and graduations of three double basses from which I have 
selected a Guarneri to obtain the enclosed tracing. It is, 
of course, very rough, but I think you will understand it 
and you will be interested to see that its dimensions for 
Upper and Lower Bouts are almost identical with those of 

these details if he could gain access to a well made bass 
from which to take dimensions with rule and calipers. I 
should imagine that the bass would present peculiar prob
lems of construction because of the large pieces of wood 
required, to say nothing of the special cramps for glueing .. 
I believe successful experiments have been made with 
laminated wood, and personally I can see nothing object
ionable in this from an acoustic point of view because it 
must be extremely difficult to obtain sufficiently wide 
belly wood to ensure that the grain and the density are 
more or less uniform throughout its width. 

I hope this rather sketchy information may be of 
some use, but if you would enquire of William Reeves 
(Bookseller) Ltd, who advertise in the Journal, they may be 
able to tell of books giving more information than I am 
able to do. (See Diagram on next page. ) 

* * ************* 
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Dou e le BA5S 
By 

JOSE PH �VARNEf.l1 
" 

DE:L �E5U) 17Lf-'2. 

CORRECTION OF AN ARTICLE written by Harry Wake 

"Giant Oaks from little acorns grow" so also can a 
"proof reader's" mistake lead into a large error. Hence: 

When we printed the first instalment of " Smiley's" 
"Science for the Maker" in the March issue, on page 2, 
the third paragraph was missing. Here it is: 

lilt would be useful to divide the semitone intervals 
into tenths so we can establish any frequency within a few 
cycles. (One does E£!. divide by 1 0. Any volunteers?)" 

The Journal apologizes to Mr. Wake for leading 
him astray in this manner. 

Naturally Harry divided the semitone into ten equal 
parts but an equal tempered tenth is not an Equal Tenth, 
whether it be in length or frequencies! That was the 
reason for Mr. Rowland's Table in the first place. If this 
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had been a simple problem of dividing by 10 there would 
have been no need for Mr. Rowland and his computer. 

lt is a case of EQUAL not being EQUAL at all. 
That is, nothing is linearly equal in the tempered system! 

Let it be clearly understood that ALL blame for 
this misunderstanding is accepted by the Editor and we 
thank Mr. Wake for his interest in the Smiley work. 
Harry is one of our newest and most ardent readers. He 
has a valuable supply of very practical violin information 
which will appear in these pages from time to time. 

Once again, our sincere apologies. 

(The Editor. ) 

* * * * * * * * * 



THE TECHNIQUE OF VIOLIN MAKING 

The first of a series on Violin-making written by experts of the craft. 

Chapter 1. Introduction by Don White 

Having composed the above heading I feel rather 

presumptuous in linking my name with those of " experts" . 

Therefore let it be understood that this chapter is simply 

an outline, a general description of violin construction and, 

we hope, some words of encouragement. 

The aim and purpose of this work is two-fold. First 

to encourage those of you who are not makers, to build a 

violin for themselves. Secondly, it is an answer to the 

large number of requests your editor has received for details 

of violin building technique. 

To the first group I would suggest that even though 

you enjoy playing the violin you have yet to experience 

this pleasure to its fullest extent. To play upon an instru

ment built by yourself, even of only fair tone, provides 

you with the greatest thrill of all--the creative thrill. 

You may suggest, however, that you have no skill 

as a craftsman and have seldom handled tools. There is 

no person better able to answer this negative approach 

than the writer of this introduction, for I can imagine no 

individual more clumsy with tools and more slap-dash 

by nature than myself. I can 't even erect a fence properly, 

yet I have turned out some quite presentable fiddles, in 

fact I did once win a third prize at a Hobby Show. 

Violin building teaches you control of both hand and 

mind. When I wish to fully relax I retire to my workshop 

and start building a violin. Not that fiddle making lacks 

excitement--the urge and desire to hear your new creation is 

almost overpowering. I can also assure you that if you take 

up violin making you will not have to worry about something 

to occupy your time as old age approaches. You will cer

tainly have something to live for. 

Good! Then I have persuaded you to make your 

first fiddle. How do we start? 

First it might be well to tell you that in this series 

we do not intend to delve too far into the theory of violin 

construction--other pages of the J ournal are well filled with 

the countless arguments involving graduations, accoustics, 

arching, varnishes, etc. etc. We will keep more to the 

practical side and describe the best methods of handling 

each building problem as it presents itself. 

Let me now give you a short description of the most 

important parts of a violin with some details as to its con

struction and the function of some of these parts. The 

following measurements are only approximate. 

A violin is a hollow box 14" long. The sides, or 

ribs, as they are called, are 1 1/4 " high but at the center 
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the instrument would be about 2 1/2 " thick. This is owing 
to the top and back being rounded or arched, as it is 

termed. Loosely speaking, we could say that both the top 

and back are carved out of solid blocks. This sounds 

rather formidable but when we show how by saw, plane, 

and gauge each piece of wood is gradually shaped, you 

will realize that it is not at all too difficult. The inside 

of the top and back are scooped out to more or �ess cor

respond to the outside arching. From now on we shall 

call the top, "the top plate, or belly". The back is al

ways referred to as "the back plate" . 

Both plates must be of certain thickness in certain 

places. This is called graduating and is one of the main 

features in tone production. Books, and pages and pages 

have been written on deciding just what these graduations 

should be, but don 't worry we will lead you into a safe 

path. You can leave that path and explore for yourself 

after your first or second fiddle. 

Inside the violin is a bar of wood called the bass

bar. This is roughly 10 1/2" long and 1/2 "  deep. It is 

glued to the top plate immediately under the G or lowest 

string. It runs lengthwise and tapers at each end. When 

I mentioned about reams being written about Graduation 

I must also say the reverse is true of the bass-bar. As far 

as I can find 
,
out no one knows just what its real purpose 

isl It seems to be generally "assumed" that it aids in 

carrying vibrations to different parts of the violin, also 

that it strengthens the violin belly which would certainly 

sag if the bar were not there. 

Another very important fixture is the Sound Post. 

This is situated approximately 1/4 " behind the E string 

side of the Bridge. The exact function of this is also a 

controversial subject. 

The sides or "ribs" are built around a form or 

mould and the ribs are held together by 6 blocks of wood, 

4 at the corners and larger ones at each end. The front 

block also serves to hold the neck in place as a portion 

of the neck is inset into the front block and carefully 

fitted and glued. Likewise the back block also serves as 

a holder for the pin over which the tailpiece gut fits. 

The scroll and neck are of one piece of select 

maple and present a challenge to the expert woodcarver. 

The beginner, however, can make a very presentable 

scroll by carefully following instructions, or, if he wishes 

may purchase a "factory made" scroll and neck. Even 

professional violin makers sometimes fit their violins 

with ready made scrolls. The time factor being important 

to them. Nevertheless the beginner should be encouraged 

to carve his own as one cal never take pride in calling 



oneself a violin maker without this qualification. I feel 

I have now described the violin sufficiently to enable 

you to visualize the general construction and to give you 

some conception of the work involved. 

Do not be alarmed at some of the difficulties which 
-

are already crowding your mind. Each separate part of 

the violin is of course a problem in itself, and will be 

dealt with, mastered, and built before moving on to the 

next. You will have as your instructors some of the most 

successful and skilled makers in the world today. 

Each instalment of this series will be undertaken by 

simple tools and add to your stock as occasion demands. 

For instance you can pay up to $40. 00 for graduating calip 

ers yet I find that a $ 2. 00 carpenter's caliper is quite ser

viceable and more accurate.  You will definitely need a 

set of say four gauges (rounded chisels); also a fine tooth 

saw and a not too fine fret saw. 

Regarding power tools. Some makers frown at the 

use of such equipment, but others use them to good advan

tage. A 1 /4" electric drill set is certainly very handy and 

I advise you to start with one. S end to the music houses 

and secure their catalogues and acquaint yourself with the 

violin making tools displayed the,ein. These people also 
an expert on the particular problem under discussion. 

sell violin wood. Give as much for wood as your purse will 
This name and address will be stated and should you require 

allow. Good wood is very important. 
extra advice or run into difficulties he will be only too 

glad to assist you. 

What more could you ask for? A professional maker 

at your side. 

Regarding tools and materials. Do not go overboard 

and purchase a lot of expensive equipment. Start with 

Right now you should secure a nice piece of maple 

for the back and select spruce for the belly, also strips of 

maple for the ribs. You will then be ready for our next 

chapter, and good luck with your first fiddle. 

* * * * * * * * 

THE ACTION OF THE BASS -BAR 

by E. H .  S angster 

Y ou ask for an article on the bass bar and I will 

try and point out what experience has taught me about 

this very neglected and most important little piece of 

wood. First, I do not believe the action of this little 

slim piece of wood in the violin is really understood by 

anyone. During forty years of repairing I have removed 

many types of bass bars that were made of poor wood 

and had been put in in many different positions. I have 

quite a collection. Experience has taught me that the 
most important thing in putting in a bass bar is its 

position at the bridge and if the bar is put too far from 

the center join at bridge the tune of violin is strident 

and the D and G strings are hard to tune to true fifths.  

If the bar is put too close to center join at bridge 

the upper strings are weak, in fact the whole compass of 

the violin is weak. A standard bridge when fitted is 

between 33/32 and 34/ 32 between the feet and I have 

a very simple method of finding the correct position of 

the bass bar. 

With top in hand with a small rule measure down from 

the top end 1 3/4 inches and make a short line at right 

angles to the center join and measure up from bottom end 

1 3/4 inches .  Now draw a line across between the inner 

notches of f holes. With a small rule me asure from the 
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center join 3/8 inch at upper end and make a mark. Mea

sure from center join on line drawn a cross f holes 17/32 

inch and make a mark. With a steel rule draw a line 

between the two marks the length of the bar ( 10 1/2 inches) .  

Fit your bass bar outside along this line . 

I have opened a goodly number of violins with the 

bass bar perfectly parallel to center join and if the bar 

was the correct distance from center join I do not remove 

it. However, when I put in a bass bar I seem to get best 

result by putting it in on a slight angle. That this little 

piece of wood has a great bearing on the playability of 

the violin is beyond a doubt but what its real action is, 

is not understood by anyone. I do know that when a violin 

is strung up ready to play you can put your thumb behind 

the bridge on sound post and press hard it does not affect 

the tone, but if you place thumb behind bridge over the 

bass bar and press hard the volume of tone is cut down. 

I hope some intelligent mathematician or scientist 

will closely investigate the origin and propagation of the 

vibration of the bass bar which has not yet been fully 

explained. 

* * * * * * * * 
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By NORMAN MILLER 

GENERAL 'MEANS' OF VIOLIN CONSTRUCTION AND THEIR APPLICATION 

- S t r i n g  L e n g t h  -

Writing in The Strad of 1939 Arthur Broadley says 
that the " mean" distance from the top of the plate to 
centre of bridge as taken from twenty Strads is 7 11/16. 

A general 'mean' is selected as we know from an 
average figure that repeatedly recurs in a given quantity, 
or by averaging the 'mean' of high and low figures. This 
shows plainly tl,at some of the measurements are shorter 
than, and some, longer than the accepted mean. This would 
imply simply that the body stop on those twenty Strads was 
not always exactly the same, otherwise the fact would be 
positively stated that the absolute was 7 11/16ths, and not 
given as a 'mean'. 

Can we accept. from this, that Strad, from whom 
most begin-all, and end-all in fiddle making is taken, 
placed his body stop in a position suited to the model and 
size of the instrument in hand, and not ;with a positive pre
determined fixed string length for all, regardless of model? 

Many makers will argue positively that a string 
length must be 13 inches, and many plans also lay this 
down. But what effect does the placement of a body stop to 
give a 13 inch string have on fiddles that are smaller or 
larger than an average (mean) 14" instrument? On a small 
sized fiddle, the area behind the bridge is reduced consider
ably, and the bridge is positioned in a place that may cause 
the distribution of vibration to be out of balance, and the 
plate is not distributing the string impacts properly. 

The length of violins varies from 13 7/8" to 14 1/& 
inches. Some are even longer. These measurements are 
taken from the outside edge of the plates. It is generally 
recommended that a string length of 13 inches be used, 
arrived at by using a body stop measured from the edge of 
the plate. The amount of overhang from the face of the 
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ribs varies from 1/16th to 5/32nds. This factor of overhang, 
and the reduced area behind the bridge must have some 
bearing on tonal quality of violins of different sizes. The 
measurement of the overhang can be doubled, as it is pre
sent at each end of the plate, and means that a consider
able amount of wood from 1/8" to 5/16" comes into the 
calculation. The difference in length of body behind the 
bridge in a fiddle of 13 7/8" (the length of Isaac Stern's 
Guarneri) and one of the 'Long' Strads of 14 1/8" is one 
quarter of an inch. Add to that 1/8" from a small over
hang and the difference will amount to 3/8; with the addi
tion of a 5/16" from a large overhang the difference is as 
much as 9/16ths. Surely these differences must have effect 
on tone, etc. What is the rule concerning this difference, 
do we continue to work to a 13 inch string length, when the 
use of it must surely place the bridge in an unbalanced posi
tion on the plate? 

A string length of 13" on violins of 13 7/8; 14" ; and 
14 1/8th; will result in 6 5/16" ; 6 7/16" and 6 9/16" res
pectively in body length behind the bridge. A difference 
of even 5/16" in the placement of a bridge must surely 
produce an unwanted result in tone production. 

A standard in plate projection from the ribs would 
take care of the difference in overhang, but why is a 
string length standard of 13" generally accepted when actual 
body-length of fiddles vary to the measurements quoted? 
It is recorded that both Joachim and Ysaye preferred a 
string length of 12 7/8 inches. 

Arthur Broadley considered that the minimum mea
surement for a full (?) sized violin 12 15/16ths. 

Would it not be wiser to calculate our string length 
and body stop from the outside edge of the ribs, instead of 



the outside edge of the plate? Measurement from the out

side of the ribs would be more practical than the rim of the 

plate especially when the rims project at varying degrees. 

Joseph V. Reid, (You can make a Strada varius) 

gives 5/32nd as the overhang. 

inch. If the neck is not morticed but is fixed to the out

side of the ribs the string length be approximately 12 5/8" 

With a neck of the length given and such measurement 

for body length it is impossible to arrive at a string length 

of 13 inches on that particular fiddle. 

(Length of body; body stop; and neck length quoted 
E . H .  Varney (Voights) gives 3/32nds . 

for P aganini 's violin are from Messrs H ill's authoritative 
Joseph Reid 's plan of a violin 14" long shows the body " The Violin Makers of the Guarneri Family" ).  

stop at 7 3/4" . 

Varney 's plan of a violin 13 15/ 16" gives the body 

stop as 7 15/ 1 6" . 

N eck length by Reid and Varney is shown at 5 7/ 16" 

The shorter fiddle has the longer body stop to bring the 

string to 13 inches. This places the bridge line a full eighth 

of an inch further down the body, closer to the bottom cor

ner area. The tonal production on one of these fiddles must 

suffer, or doesn't it matter where the bridge is located in 

relation to the size and area of the plate. 

The placement of the f holes and the amount of 

wood removed by them, and where also comes into the 

calculation, perhaps not �o the same degree, as their nicks 

could be adjusted to compensate for the increased body stop, 

but even so their placement would be further down the plate. 

Professor Karl Fuhr recommended that the ratio be

tween string length and neck length, is of the proportion 

of 2: 3, and gives the bridge line as 195 mm from the 

upper edge of the plate, and 130 mm as the neck length . 

With the neck mortised 1/4" into the block, and an over

hang of 3/32nds the string length becom es 12 9/ 1 6" .  

Would it not be better to use a body stop commen

surate with the length of the violin in hand, and balance 

the bridge line and f holes where they will be of best use 

for tonal production and response rather than blindly follow 

some assertion that a string length must be 1 3  inches. 

Joachim and Ysaye were both happy with a shorter string . 

It evidently allowed their fiddles to give of their best, 

and they were both renowned for their beautiful tone. 

Could it be that certain 'general means' in fiddle 

making are becoming accepted as hard and fast rules, and 

any deviation from them is considered to be a mistake . 

It is of interest to note here that Paganini 's Guarneri 

has a neck length of 5 1 / 1 6  full ( 130 mm) and a body stop 

of 7 5/8 in. Length of body 13 15/16 in. The string 

length on such would be 12 1/2 in. if the neck is morticed, 

and assessing the overhang of the plate at approx. 1/8th 

It is of interest to note that the body stop of 7 5/8 
in. is not far short of the 195 mm recommended by Fuhr; 

and that the neck of 5 1/ 16 in is just that much shorter 

than the 130 mm also mentioned by Fuhr. The measure

ments would correspond to the ratio of 2: 3 .  

The length o f  Stradavarius ' violins vary from 13 3/4 

ins to 14 7/ 16 ins. The mean of 7 1 1 / 1 6 body stop could 

not suit every one, and surely a 13" string would be out of 

place on them all. 

P erhaps professional makers with many years' exper

ience do not always plan for a 1 3" string and adapt the stop 

to suit the model in hand, but it must be admitted that the 

beginner and amateur is being directed into the constant use 

of the 13" string as being most correct. Far better if guid

ance was given to determine the position of the transverse 

line across the waist upon which the bridge will stand from 

a calculation based on the relationship of the upper area of 

the plate above this line, to the area below it and the actual 

length of the plate. Much has been said in articles by other 

correspondents that they balance their plate on a steel rule, 

and have mentioned that invariably the plate balances in 

front of a predetermined bridge-line chosen to give a 

string length of 13" . Could they be advised to make the 

bridge line at the point of balance and not worry if the 

string is 12 1/2" or up to 13" . The size of the model 

should determine the actual string length . This may not 

be the correct way to arrive at the body-stop, but it is 

felt that it is more reasonable than using a body stop that 

is too far down the plate; perhaps some reader will have 

more information and be able to advise on this matter. 

Incidentally, measurements given for the finger

board vary to 1/8th or more. Some give the lerigth as 

10 1/2" and others at 10 5/8ths . How does the length of 

the board fit into the obtaining of the last note possible. 

Maybe only a good player should worry about it, but are 

we not making our instruments for good players? 

* * * * * 

" No question is ever settled until it is settled right. " 

Ella Wheeler Wilcox 
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THREE PROMINENT MAKERS DISCUSS VARNISH AND FILLERS 

Mr. Wm. Martin on Linseed oil 

Several months ago Mr. E. Sangster inferred my 

knowledge of linseed oil was very limited. Mr. Sangster 

was 100'10 correct when he made that statement although 

I did over the past 35 years fool around with linseed, ilUt, 

poppy, olive and other fat oils. 

I used flaxseed to make sure the oil would be pure 

and without mixture. 

I fermented it, baked it, boiled it and mixed it 
with dry snow and let it stand all winter to give it a drying 

quality and no matter what I did with it or how thin I sliced 

it, it was still boloney ! 

I can see why many fine violin makers are of the 

opinion linseed or some other oil was used on the Italian 

violins . Most of the makers seem to prefer linseed on 

account of the yellow colo r it gives. I would like to state 

the first coats of filler applied to the old Italian violins was 

a gray color--and not yellow. 

The last 12 years my entire time has been spent 

experimenting with pieces of old Italian violins beyond 

salvaging. I never scraped the varnish and filler off a piece 

of Italian violin where the wood showed yellow. It is al

ways gray. I would like to tell you about one of the many 

experiments I 've tried. 

I bought from a dealer in violins an old Italian vio

lin for $20. It was a monstrosity, no doubt the first violin 

some young fellow in love made, yet at the same time 

there were indications a master violin maker had given 

him a hand now and then, for instance the scroll was a 

masterpiece , probably roughed out by a master and given 

to the young man to finish . The scroll was cut not licked. 

The top was in 9 pieces, the most perfect joining I have 

ever seen and if the thorn had run uniform in the spruce I 

would never have been able to detect it was made up of 9 

strips even though the filler and amber were removed. 

The top was 3/32 all over, except the center which 

was heart shaped about 2" long and 1 3/4" wide and 1/4" 

thick. 

The sides were 1/32" thick, the back 1/8" all over. 

The lining was 1/32+ in thickness and was put in as though 

it was a piece of tape.  It started at the neck block and 

went all the way around the violin in one piece .  This was 

done 4 times making the lining about 5/32 wide when 

finished. The neck and block were in one piece. 

I scraped the amber and color off this fiddle, the 

color was a pidgeon blood red. The filler on the sides and 

back was almost 1 / 1 6  thick. It looked as though it had 

been applied with a trowel. It was in appearance like con

crete about as hard as the rind on a p iece of cheese. After 

scraping the filler off the back I put it in a small jar and 

added alcohol. The next day I removed the lid and the 
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instant the lid was off, gnats by the thousands whirled 

around the top of the jar thicker and faster than anything 

I had ever seen like this before. Now, were they after 

oil?  Oh no, they were after sugar ! 

Inasmuch as gums, starches and sugars are related I 

shall refer to any of these as sugar. 

Sugars under certain conditions and treatments will 

tum into oil like substances, and into uncrystallizable and 

crystallizable sugars. 

Th e climate in wh ich the Italian violins have been sub

ject to , ·  plays an important part in these sugars. The worst 

enemy the filler comes in contact with is water and abra

sives which someone has tried to polish the violin with . 

On wet or humid days these sugary substances will 

soften to a certain extent but they will dry just as quick if 

taken into a dry room, but the abrasives will not only mar 

the violin but will kill a· part of the filler. Oh , yes, if 

one insists he can rub abrasives on some real old Italian 

violins and we can also crack nuts with our teeth but it 

would be poor practise . The italian filler is very soluble 

in saliva, is oil? 

If Mr. Sangster or any other competent violin maker 

would care to go into the ramifications of Italian filler 

and varnish , I shall be pleased in my feeble way to oblige. 

Old Master Varnish by Wm. Kirkwood 

What I want to write you about in this letter is the 

Varnish, a thing I don't know much about and would like 

to know more , but it may be a bit startling? I have an old 

book here printed in 1891 entitled "  Enquire within upon 

Everything" , and in what it says about varnish (and I think 

that may probably date back to the time of Stradivarius) 

and if the " Violin Notes" left by Ole Bull the Norwegian 

Violinist about the Violin Varnish are right; and what the 

book says about the Varnish are right, would very probably 

account for the so called lost secret of the Italian Varnish, 

and probably also the so called Italian tone ? 

This book I have is the Eighty-Fifth Edition, Revised·, 

and making a total issue to date 189 1 ,  of one million one 

hundred and thirty-four thousand copies, and was printed 

by Houlston and Sons, Paternoster Square, London. 

Ole Bull says in his notes, "A careful and repeated 

examination extending to a vast number of obj ects re

veals the fact that the varnish of the Italian violfnmaker 

of the time of Stradivarius and before him was common 

to the painter, the varnisher, and the Gilder as well. 

Let an ancient piece of Italian furniture ;  a chair; a 

cabinet; the case of a spinet or harpisichord; be examined 

and provided it has escaped modern retouching, the 

varnish might be by Stradivarius himself. (Cont 'd next page) 



I will now quote three items from this old book, the 

third bearing on our subject, numbered 363,  364, and 365,  

the first two a little necessary as leading up to the third; 

the particular one I want to give. 363 - Cleaning of Furn

iture; the cleaning of furniture forms an important part of 

domestic economy, not only in regard to neatness, but 

also in point of expense. 364 - The Readiest Mode indeed 

consists in good manual rubbing, or the application of a 

little elbow grease, as it is whimsically termedJ but our 

finest cabinet work requires something more. 365 - The 

Italian Cabinet work in this respect excells that of any other 

country. The workmen first saturate the surface with Olive 

Oil, and then apply a solution of Gum Arabic dissolved in 

boiling alcohol. This mode of vamishing is equally 

brilliant, if not superior, to that employed by the French 

in their most elaborate works. 

What I have now to say I don 't want anyone just to 

take it for granted--I can make a mistake just as well as any 

other person, and may have made mistakes in some of my 
past writing, and if so will try to correct it in future writing. 

In Paul H asluch's book " Printers Oil Colours and 
V arnisheb" , it says " Certain oils have a well makred pecu

liarity, which has not hitherto been mentioned--namely, 

the property of drying or solidifying after the exposure to 

air. Oils which show this property in a marked mauner are 

found to consist largely of glycerides of two acids known by 

the names of linolic acid, and linolenic acid; they therefore 

differ in composition from non-drying oils, which consist 

principally of the Glyceride of Oleic Acid. 

Now Olive oil may contain much of the Glyceride 

of Oleic Acid, and I think is an oil suited for lubrication, 

but that is not to say it has none of the drying properties 

of the former acids mentioned, or at least some other 

solidifying property, but may take some time in the pro

cess. It is well known that Olive oil is a penetrating oil, 
and the old time bottles containing it had a sort of straw 

net around them to keep the handling of them clean, as 

the oil could seep through the glass of these older bottles. 

Now Violin Plates saturated with Olive Oil as above 

described, then the alcohol-gum varnish brushed on, and if 

T one-pitch of Violins: 

blending with the olive oil it would take up so much of the 

surface oil, allowing a thin film of this penetrating olive 

oil to distribute itself through the plates which may not 

take too long a time to solidify compared with a filler 

such as linseed oil in greater quantity and would not 

solidify to so hard an extent as the linseed oil and for 

that reason give the so called Italian tone? For the same 

reason, the vamish mixing with the surface saturated olive 

oil give the so called Italian luster to the varnish. 

Linseed Oil by Bryant West 

In this part of Australia, it is a custom among 

workmen, bushmen and those who know a thing or two, 

to always apply raw linseed oil to new tool handles 

before using them. Axes, (usually American Hickory) 

h ammers, shovels and so on are given several coats of 
oil before use. 

. 

H andles so treated will outlast those not treated, 

and always give more satisfaction and wear into a lovely 

smooth finish that is not slippery. 

I do not know whether the game of Cricket is 

played in your country as it is here I If so, I have not 

heard of it. 

Perhaps, an outstanding example of the use of 

raw linseed oil for th e  preservation of wood is to be 

found here. 

The cricketer goes to great pains, having pur

chased a new bat to see that it is thoroughly oiled 

before use. In this case the wood is willow and if not 

treated, will only have a comparativ�ly short life. 

The oil appears to prevent the wood from cracking or 
splitting and from having bruises and pieces tom from 

it near the edges from contact with the hard ball th at 
is used in the game. I think that I would obtain a 
sample of wood from a bat that has been in use for 

about 40 years and dressed with oil at },e ast once a 

year during that period of time, if it wo uld be of int

erest, or if you could have the wood examined. 

Take care to get what you like or you will be forced to like what you get . 

. . . .  Shaw 
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Antonio Stradivari ( 1644-1 737) 

Antonio Stradivari 

1 644 - 1737 

(Old Wood Cut . • . . .  Courtesy of "Popular Mechanics" . ) 

IF STRADIVARI WERE ALIVE TODAY, WOULD HE BE A SUBSCRIBER TO THE VIOLIN MAKERS JOURNAL ? We 

believe he would be. At any rate he would be a very liveiy contributor !  

Alas, Strad is not with us and his theories and practical experiences or " secrets" a s  we call them lie with him in 

his grav e .  

On the following two pages are quotations from some o f  our readers who believe that The J ournal i s  doing more to 

unearth these " secrets " than any other publication yet produced. We blush before such praise ! but we give them here because 

we feel that the confidence and pride displayed by these readers may indicate to other subscribers, especially those reading 

the Journal for the first time that they are receiving the accumulated knowledge of many of the world's finest makers, and 

not only makers but leading scientists who have devoted their lives in unravelling these " secrets " . 

Y es !  If Stradivari were alive today he would say " Read The Violin Makers Journal" ! 
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WORDS OF APPRECIATION FROM OUR READERS 

" IT 'S HERE ! IT 'S NEW ! My check for another 
year 's subscription. This is what the obnoxious feller says 
on television, when he tries to con you into buying his 
product that saves more teeth per gallon than any other 
detergent. 

" But I 'm not selling. I 'm buying, a subscription 
to the most stimulating violin ma gazine published today. 
YOURS. "  

Robert Minster, New York 

******* 

" I  have j ust received the new Journal. Kindly 
accept my congratulations on your efforts to produce 
such a wonderful p iece of work . "  

Herman A .  Weaver, 
The Violin House of Weaver, 
Baltimore, U .  S . A . 
******* 

" Yours is a lively publication ! I believe I have 
gotten as much good out of these two issues as all the 
library books checked out this year. " 

Dick Ware , 
Dallas, T exas 
******* 

"As far as I 'm concerned, Don, you have performe d 

the most valuable service of any writer on fiddle construct
ion with the investigation on the thicknesses of the wood in 
violins. I am really sold. Thank you. 

W. C .  Thomasson, 

Chattanooga, T enn. 
******* 

" Received your copies of the Violin Makers Journal 
for Jan . , Feb. , Mar. , Apr. /May, and enjoyed every 
item in them. They are wonderful, just keep the m coming, 

and the best of luck to you and your staff. 
Wm. Little, 
Fords, N .  Y . ,  U. S .  A .  

******* 
" Th e  new Journal arrived today. It 's wonderful -

raise my dues anytime I Thank you." 
Dr. Harold J. Rosenberg, 

Greenwich, Conn . , U . S . A . 
******* 

" Received the M arch Journal and it was really 

something. Very attractiv e .  I was very much interested 

in the article by Mr. Norman Miller on egg tempera. 

Lee MeN eese, 
Buffalo, Wyo . , U. S . A. 
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" I  am finally getting around to reading th e  Oct. 
issue you sent me. I must say every article impressed me 
a great deal.  I had no idea any person, much less a group 
of persons , make such a technical study of the art of violin 
making. I sure thank you for the sample copy. 

Leon C. Jordan 
Stayton, Oregon, U .  S . A .  

******* 
" I  must thank you for the two copies of V . M . J. 

They have been a great boon to me and quite a tonic. "  
Rbt. Hill, 
Edinburgh, S cotland 
******* 

" Enclosed find a check for $ 3. 25 for a year's sub
scription to the Violin Makers Journal. I found the Novem
ber issue you sent me very " enlightening" and helpful. I 
think that every violin maker should subscribe to this fine 
publication. 

E. B. McDowell, 
Rock Island, Ill. , U. S. A .  

******* 

" Thank you for sending a sample copy of The 
Violin Makers Journal.  Any publication devote d  to the 
solution of problems of artistic violin making will have my 
enthusiastic support. 

" Enclosed you will find my check. " 

J. C .  Williamson, 
S an Lorenzo , C al. , U . S . A .  

******* 

" I  am writing to tell you how much I enjoy " Th e  
Violin Makers Journal" . There i s  something o f  vital 
interest to me in each issue . "  

Ludington, Mich . , U . S . A .  
******* 

" I  should have sent you my sincere congratulations 
on the " new" Journal the day I got it. I am much impressed 
by its general make -up , and the effect of the p ictures,  
especially the cove r ! "  

(Dr. ) F . A .  Saunders, 
Professor Emeritus of Harvard 
University, S outh Hadley, Mass. 

******* 

"Your journal is of course the best p eriodical today 
on the subj ect and it will certainly be more so as time 

goes on. " 
Joseph Reid, 
Grimsby, Ontario. 
(Author of the book) 
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" The 'International Cooperation ' I dreamed of but did 
not count on . . .  is materializing . . .  Without the Journal and 
its Editor it could never have happened. " 

G .  Smiley, Organologist and 
Author 

Ottumwa, Iowa, U . S . A .  
******* 

" Thanks for the sample copy of the Violin Makers 
Journal. I wish to compliment you on this excellent journal, 
also wish to thank you for your letter regarding the Egg 

T empera . Enclosed find check for 2 years '  subscription. "  
Guy H .  Moyer 

" The Violin House" 
Freebury, U .  S . A . 
******* 

" Felicitations on the new issue of the Journal. The 
beautiful set -up and clear type will make the Journal even 
more enjoyable . "  

J ohn Moessinger, 
Albany, N. W . ,  U. S . A . 
******* 

" Your new issue is magnificent ! Keep up the mar-
vellous work. Here 's my usual. . .  (a kind donation: Editor. ) 

A .  Slotnick, 
Brooklyn, N. Y . ,  U . S . A . 
******* 

"Just received the copy of the New J ournal and I 
want to add my congratulations to the many I know you 
will receive . I believe you will have to agree, even 
though you are extremely modest, that this is the finest 
violin publication available today and I exclude none ! 
You can justifiably take pride in what you and your group 
have accomplished. " 

F .  R. Davidson, 
Leipsie, Ohio. 

******* 

" Thank you for the back issues. I have read and 
re-read, and underscored all vital facts that I consider of 

special importance to violin making and I am impatient to 

get the other issues. I am really enthralled by this publi
cation. "  

Henry P . Ochs, 
Lakeview, Oregon. 

******* 

" I  would hate to miss even one issue . The Journal 
is becoming more interesting with time ! I appreciate the 
enormous amount of effort that has to be expended and am 
thankful that you have taken this task . "  

Anton 1 .  P etrovich, 

Chester, P enna. 
******* 
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" The March J ournal has arrived. Not only have I seen 
yet another issue of a favourite journal but have also wit

nessed that rather rare occurrence--the emergence of an 
amateur publication into a full-blown professional medium. 
From the really accomplished manner in which its editor 
handled the material, I knew it was only a matter of time. 
I have no doubt that the Journal's new and authoritative 
appearance will stimulate your readers all over the world 
and encourage a still greater flow of fascinating material. 
Your advertisers, too, (particularly the potential space 
buyers) will thank you and the B. C .  Association for out
standing enterprise and devotion in making available to 
them (and us) this unique forum. I take this opportunity 
of wishing you and th e  Journal many, many more years of 
happy and fruitful association. "  

John Lawson, 
Woodford Green, England. 
******* 

" Thank you very much for the March number of th e  
n e w  Journal; received a couple of days ago. 

I must congratulate you on the very neat and tasteful 
appearance of the mag. A very, very nice job, indeed! 

Glancing thru the Journals I am amazed at the wide 
international connections you have ; but then, music and 
things pertaining to it, is perhaps the strangest internat
ional cement found yet. Thru music, we glimpse our 

common humanity . 
G .  Norman, 
Westview, B .  C .  

******* 

"Have received sample copy of your Violin Makers 
Journal for which I must thank you (March 1961 Issue ).  

I have read every word of its contents and find it 
most interesting reading. 

Keep up the good work and to help it on its way I 
am enclOSing my check for one year's subscription. I 
also intend to pass the sample copy to, my many friends 
who will be interested. " 

Harry S .  Wake, 
S an D iego, C al. , U. S .  A .  

******* 

"J ust a few lines to let you know that I certainly 
like the new printing and beautiful photos in the Violin 
Makers Journal. You're putting out the best violin 
journal today. 

The best of regards to you. 
Paul N. Franusich 
Elk Grove, C al . , U. S . A. 

******* 



Artist Bows - Violins 
Violas - Cellos - Strjn� Basses 

J""1It.odc.aai,, q A GENUINe 
-?M.O..d e ""i V IIi C E H Z  0 

IrAL llI1'! 
S EVASTA 

This excellent varnish is made with a pre-shrunk agency and will not shrink or craze when properly applied .  

COLORS : Brown, Red, Yellow and N eutral (or clear) 

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR U. S.  A. and CANADA 

The Violin House of Weaver 131 1.G , Street, N. W. Washington 1 5, D. C. 
Write for sample to above address. 

ADVANCE ANNOUNCEMENT to VIOLIN MAKERS 

TIlE 11  LUTIlIER" VIOLIN EDGE ROUTER 

D eij.gned by an Engineer Violin Maker as an all purpose machine , to perform three distinct and separate operations 
in delicate edge work, to micro controlled dimensions. 

It will reduce the edge to a true and even thickness. 

It will cut a concave channel inside the edge to a controlled distance and depth, right into that corner. 
It will cut the purfling groove to precise dimensions for any purfling thickness, leaving a minimum of hand work 

in the corners. 

motor. 
The " LUTIIIER" has infinitely variable speeds by two-step pulleys and foot control rheostat to universal AC-DC 

Machine base, stand and tables are cast in durable aluminum alloy that can never break; cutter head is cast bronze . 

Complete machine will weigh approximately 12 pounds, will stand 7 3/8 " high and occupy a space of 12x13 inches. 

Delivered complete with motor, foot control rheostat, cutters and accessories. 

A strong, durable machine tool, designed to do a specific j ob and to last a lifetime . Unconditionally guaranteed. 
Price announced in next issue . 

Address inquiries to " LUTIlIER" , 4592 Osprey Street, San Diego 7, Calif. , U. S .  A .  

Mr. Arthur Jones, violinist, tests instruments at one o f  the monthly meetings o f  The Violin Makers Assn. o f  B .  C .  
Members bring their latest creations for criticism. 
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HOW TO REBUILD A VIOLIN FROM THE MICROTONE SYSTEM 

by Kristian Skou 

(continued from the April-May Issue) 

Now you can mark the place for the sound post 

with a square (6x6 mm) as far behind the bridge foot as 

the top is thick, and with its outside as far from the mid

dle joint as the outer edge of the bar is far from the joint. 

It may be a guide later on when placing the sound post, 

even if it should happen not to be the exact place. 

While you were waiting for your top to harden some 

work with the blocks and the linings could have been done. 

Generally can be said: do not leave more wood in the vio

lin body than necessary' for the solidity and the tone pro

duction, and I think some wood can be removed from 

blocks and linings . The upper block must be solid, of 
course, say 48x14 mm, and with the inside curved. The 

dimensions of the lower block can be a little less, say 

45x 1 3  mm. And the comer blocks? Sometimes there are 

none, and if not you have to insert them, do not make 

them bigger than necessary. And now the linings. See if 

they are glued carefully to the ribs--if not, reglue them 

As it is the main purpose of the linings to enlarge the con

tacting surface of the ribs you can cut them with a slightly 

concave curve (from the plates towards the inner surface of 

the ribs)--like this: 

It is easily done by means of a curved knife . If you have 

not one, and cannot buy one, you can make yourself one 

from an old file of suitable shape. I have many knives of 

different shapes made from old files. 

And when talking about tools, what kind of tools 

shall we use for removing wood from the inside of the vio 

lin in our tuning work ? We can use our small planes, of 

course, but scrapers are better. I have many sorts of 

scrapers, but for this purpose I am mainly using two sorts, 

or rather one sort in two sizes. We can make them our

selves. The one is about two inches wide. You can use 

an ordinary scraper steel, or you can use a plane steel. The 

cutting edge shall not be in right angle to the sides, but 

slightly curved - like this: 

( 
The curving edge you have to grind and sharpen in 

the same way as a plane steel - like this: 

/' -
And now we will make it to a scraper. By means 

of a hard and smooth steel we will tum the sharp edge, 

like this: 0------
18 

and the scraper is finished. The other scraper is of  similar 

shape, but only about half an inch wide. Such a scraper 

can make beautiful work, but clean the wood surface for 

dust and the like before using it - or you will soon have to 

repeat the sharpening. 

Rough glass paper you should never use . It will 

damage the wood fibres and make crude work. Very fine 

glass paper will do the wood but little harm, but for the 
purpose of removing wood you will find it slow, and if 
you can master the scraper you can make such beautiful 

work that there is no need for further smoothing. 

And now we can start to tune the back to the fin

ished top. In principle it is very simple, as we have only 

to tune every spot of the back to the same microtone as 

for the same spot of the top. But in practice it can be a 

troublesome task. 

It is practical to start with the central area between 

the middle bouts, and then to continue with a zone along 

the middle joint (if there is a j oint, of course - otherwise 

an equivalent zone) in both directions from the central area 

up to the upper block--and down to the lower block. 

It is not difficult to hear if two areas in the same 

plate have the same microtone .  It is a little more difficult 

to hear if an area in the back has the same microtone as 

the same are,a in the top, and still more difficult to decide 

which of two different microtones is the highest, especially 

when the top is free, and the back glued to the ribs. But 

now and then place the top on the ribs (you have glued the 

little plug in its hole in the lower block, and can easily 

place the top) and press the edge of the top slightly to the 

ribs in the neighbourhood of the areas you are testing. And 

as said before, do not be too quick to decide the pitch, but 

use the different methods. 

We have now left to tune the upper and the lower 

bouts of the back, but as we have tuned the top symmetri

cally we can simplify our work by tuning one side of the 

back to the same side of the top, and then tune the other 

side of the back to the already tuned side of the back. Fin

ally we have to control the back all over to the top all 

over, of course, and correct irregularities in the back - if 

any. 

Also the ribs we will try to tune to the same micro

tones as in areas in top and back equidistant from the edge. 

Especially the acute curves in the bouts will have too high 

microtones, and these areas have to be thinned. 

That is easily done by means of the little scraper, but take 
... 

care not to make the ribs so thin that the solidity will suffer. 

Less than 0. 75 mm you shall not make the ribs anywhere, 

and should the microtones in certain areas still be too high, 

well, these critical areas are only a small part of the whole 

vibrating surface, and it will still be all right. 



And now your violin is tuned, and you can glue on 
the top, perhaps you may think - but no ! Not at all ! 

The following time may be a time for strange ob 

servations. The next day you can try to test your back 

again for microtones, and you may notice that the micro

tones have raised considerable in pitch, perhaps not so 

much in the central area - more on the bouts, and now you 

shall not in eagerness tune the back down to the top, for in 

that case you may happen to tune the back too low. But 

observe the behaviour of the back. The next day again the 

pitch of the microtones is probably a little lower compared 

with the day before, and the next following day again it may 

have raised a little once more - the changes being still less, 

and after about a week perhaps you cannot observe any 

changes. What has been happening ? The surface of the 

wood forms a buffer zone for the equilibrium between the 

moisture contents of the wood and the surrounding air. This 

original surface we have removed by our tUl1ing process, 

and a new buffer zone has to be formed, but it takes some 

time before the equilibrium is established--therefore the 

changes up and down. (Also a progressive hardening process 

of other nature of the surface takes place--as mentioned in 

a previous article. ) You can accelerate the process some

what by placing the open violin in the sun ,  but before doing 

this you have better to strengthen the joint (if any) in the 

same way as with the top, if you will not risk it to crack. 

But after a week I think you can tune the back to 

the top once more, and after this tuning the same changing 

process will occur, but this time in much less degree ,  and 

when you have repeated the tuning process 3 or 4 times I 

think the surface - and thereby the microtones - should be 

stable. But guarding yourself let the violin remain open a 

fortnight or so more, and control the microtones - it is too 

late to alter the pitch if the violin has been closed. 

And now before glueing the violin together you can 

try to measure the thickness distribution of the plates--just 

as an experiment for yourself. Th e distribution of the 

microtones- -their raise in pitch from the central area to

wards the edge, and thereby the physical resistar.ce of the 

plates--is even and flowing. Do you expect the thickness 

distribution to be the same? If so you will be disappointed. 

Due to different wood qualities within the same plate, and 

different forms of the arching, the thickness distribution 

may be anything but even and flowing. Perhaps the gauch

ing calliper enthusiast will call your work careless, al

though you have laid a lot more care in your work than he 

himself would have done by calculating and measuring his 

thicknesses. But you may content yourself that it is not a 

flowing thickness distribution that will be admired in the 

concert hall, but the tone quality of the violin for which 

your careful work should be a guarantee. 

the top on under humid conditions you will be disappointed 

when reaching the heating season, as the top will contract. 

In extreme cases it will crack, but at any rate a stress will 

occur, the arching will be flattened, and the tone will 

suffer. Therefore take care to glue your top on under dry 

conditions, and before the glueing : clean the surfaces to be 

glued together. You have handled the violin so much, 

that these surfaces are not clean, and grease from the hands 
is not the best glue . 

Control the neck angle before and under the glueing 

process. Just use thin water soluble glue for the top. You 

shall never glue a top on as if it were the last time for it to 

be glued on. And remove surplus glue, if any .. before har

dening, or it may damage the varnish . 

Clean the varnish of your violin, and perhaps the 

varnish along the edge (where the top has been glued to the 

ribs) requires a little retouch. 

Inspect the pegs. They have to fit exactly in the 

peg holes. As a lubricant for the pegs a compound of chalk, 

talcum, a little snap, and some drops of water is very good. 

Also examine the fingerboard. Most probably it has 

to be corrected. 

It is also very important that the upper saddle (the 

nut) is correct. The strings shall not be placed high er than 

necessary, and take care the notches are fitted correctly to 

the diameter of the strings, especially that they are not too 

narrow - not to damage the strings, and - not least - that 

the bottom edge of the notches nearest the fingerboard are 

not lower than their continuation forwards - or tl::te open 

strings will produce a buzzing noise - especially the G -string. 

As an amusement for yourself try to tap the violin 

body, especially the back with your ear towards the top, 

and I think you will notice that the violin body with th e  

enclosed air i s  more well sounding--more sonorous than 

you have heard by any violin body not tuned to the m icro

tone system. 

And now it is time for placing the sound post. 

shall not go into details. Only a few important things. 

The wood for the sound post should not be of a harder 
quality than that of the top in order not to damage the top 

at the sound post place . V ery often we can see a violin 

top injured here by pressure of the s ound post. The fibres 

of the wood are deformed or broken. The wood in this 

very important spot has not the sufficient strength, and 

the tone of the violin is suffering badly. 

Try to tune the sound post to the same microtone 

(or rather: an octave above) as that of the spot where it 

should be placed. The less thickness of the post the lower 

pitch, and the less length the higher pitch. Pl. a ce the 
And now at length you can glue on your top , that sound post vertically on the outside of the top just where 

is (and this perhaps may sound as a little knock down),  if it should be placed inside, and tap its upper end slightly. 
you are not living in a country with a very dry climate you If the microtone with the correct length of the post is 
shall not glue the top on out of the heating season, or at higher than that of the top for the same spot, the post has 
any rate, do it within a very dry period. If you are glueing to be thinned. That the ends of the post have to be fitted 
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exactly to top and back, and the post must be placed 
correctly with suitable, not too much pressure, I think I do 
not need to point out. 

The bridge is a chapter in itself, but also here only 
a few important things. The bridge has to be placed in 
exact right angle to the middle joint. Vertically its back 
has to form a right angle with the tangent to the arch' of the 
top, that is, the bridge has to lean slightly backwards. The 
height should be about 34 mm. The notches for the strings 
have to be placed equidistant, with 34 mm between G and E, 
and with the strings symmetrically to the middle line of the 
fingerboard. The upper arch should be thus that every string 
can be pI ayed with ease, but not more acute than we can 
also play Bach on the violin. The feet have to be fitted 
exactly to the top, of course. 

With all these things in order we can try also to tune 
the bridge all over to the same microtone as for the central 
area of the top. Commonly it is possible. The thickness 
of the bridge will be tapering from the lower central part 
towards the edges, and that is all right. But if the thick
ness, and the dimensions moreover should be unreasonable 
you shall not sacrifice important things for the sake of the 
tuning. I am not sure the tuning of the bridge is so very 
important, but as the bridge still represents a vibrating mass, 
a tuned bridge with all other things in order will be correct. 
The thickness of the upper edge of the bridge you shall not 
make much less than 1. 5 mm. Like the notches of the nut 
you have to work out the notches of the bridge to fit exactly 
to the strings, and they should not be too deep. Finally rub 
the 8 notches said with stearin, tallow or the like in order 
not to damage the strings. Fine strings are expensive, and 
we may as well protect them 

And now you can string up your violin, but do not 
spoil it by steel strings. Steel strings (apart from E) are 
not for the perfectly sounding violin. They give a sort of 
standard tone They can make the imperfect violin sounding 
better, but they will kill the charm of the perfect violin. 

No, use gut strings--overspun gut strings of the very 
highest quality I think I shall not recommend one make 

for another, but ask a fine violinist, and he will be able to 
tell you. But before placing your over-spun gut strings 
(and this is also valid for steel strings, if you should insist 
to use such) take them one by one and rub them slightly 
lengthwise with a little very fine steel wool and a drop of 
oil in order to smoothen the surface, and rub after with a 
clean rag to remove the oil. 

Then string up your Violin, and take care the upper 
edge of the bridge is not pulled forwards--it is, of course, 
but you have to draw it back again, and by doing this 
place one of your thumbs on the back of the bridge, and 
eliminate the downwards pressure of the strings while you 
are drawing the top of the bridge back--still in order not 
to damage the strings . 

The playing on your violin I will leave to yourself. 
Good luck ! 

* * * * * * * * 

Well, perhaps I should say that while a new violin 
built from the microtone system will sound beautifully at 
once, a rebuilt violin has to be played one or two hours 
until its remaining tone quality has been developed. Fig
uratively said the violin has some bad habits from its pre
vious being, and now it has to be accustomed to its being 
as a perfectly sounding instrument. A violin built from the 
microtone system requires no long time of playing for 
"breaking in". Some imperfectly built violins can really 
be played better in time (some can also be played worse), 
but they will never be played perfectly sounding instruments. 

I hope by this article to have served a preliminary 
demand for information about the microtone system. When 
building a new violin from the system we have a lot more 
to take care of, and as said, I shall write something about 
it later on, but I have to go to Greenland all this summer 
(for geological research), and I am not sure I can manage it 
before leaving. However, should someone be eager to build 
a new violin from the system I will tell him to build his 
violin as usual, and only perform a preliminary tuning of 
the plates. The top should be glued very slightly to the 
ribs (it has to be removed again). Perform the varnishing, 
and let the varnish harden thoroughly. Then remove the 
top, and perform the final attunement of the violin body 
on the lines described in this article. 

"Your work is the sum of your desires; every day spin a little; thread by thread perfect your design until the whole 
is complete ; in this way you cannot fail to finish it, but BEWARE of hurrying for you will only tangle the thread into knots 
and muddle the bobbin. Never stop moving, and if you advance Slowly, Slowly, you will go a long way" . 

. . • .  Padre Pio 
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THIN CENTERS AND HINTS TO MAKERS 

by Carl Farseth 

A fiddle top is not a bell with a thin vibrating rim 

nor a water puddle where a stone dropped in its center 

raises waves diminishing as they reach the shore . A top is 

a diaphragm like on a telephone.  Loading a diaphragm 

with extra thickness in its center does not favor vibration. 

A thin-edged, thick centered top gets tired after a four

hour spell at a daEce, and in a few years the tone is gone. 

On the contrary, thinning the center of a thick back 

does .!l2!.. improve a fiddle, provided that thickness is under 

the post and extending about 1 1/2 inches to the left. Vio

lins with a back thick in the waist have reserve power. The 

edge of the back in the waist should be a full 1/8 inch . 

Beyond the waist, thin the back to 6/ 64" . Bagatella says 

it is better to thin back in upper and lower bouts to less 

than 6/64" than to leave it over that thickness. 

Fingers passed over a played violin feel its quiver. 

But most of this quiver does not necessarily produce sound, 

as acoustical experiments have proved. The whole body 

of a prima donna quivers, but only her vocal cords sing. 

The sound-producing portion of a violin is the center of 

the top for the G and D strings, and between the post and 

neck block for the A and E strings. This portion of the top 

bears the same relation to the post as the strings to the 

bridge, as Dr. Frederick Castle po ints out. But thinning 

the back in Klotz fashion makes that also a sounding board. 

The right side of the top would rapidly sink out of 

position were there no post. A thick back, arched higher 

than the top, favors stability at this point. The G string 

creeping toward the fingerboard warns a professional 

player the top is sinking so he gets his violin rebarred 

every 12 or 15 years. Springing in the new bar lengthens 

Mr. Clifford Hoing 

Clifford has asked me to publish the following.  

It explains itself: 

" Some readers have found difficulty in handling 

my color powders. These colors are very highly concen

trated and require very careful handling. 

Sheets of newspaper should be spread on the bench 

or (old) table and the powder manipulated with a spoon or 

blade of a table knife or poured onto a fairly stiff piece of 

the playing period. 

B efore the turn of the century Fritz Kreisler played 

a gut E. Appearing with the Boston Symphony Orchestra 

he saw a penurious French violin player tuning a steel E .  

" Kinder, kinder, don't do that, " he admonished. But the 

next time Kreisler came to America, he h imself played a 

steel E. 

The late O. E .  Urdahl of Minneapolis, -a good 

player and a good violin maker, once said the steel E 

compelled the player to seek its higher harmonics on the 

gut A .  H e  added that a modern player couldn 't play the 

gut E. A nylon monofilament fish line of same gauge as 

a gut E is strong and does not stretch more after a day or 

two. Its whistle can be removed by washing it in Carbona 

( carbon tetrachloride ). 

It's good to hear a violin maker ululating at the 

wailing wall after it has taken him a long time to learn. 

It shows he has arrived. It took Justin Gilbert four years 

to abandon the thin edge and thick center. Many don 't 

learn- so much in a lifetime . Playing on a cheap fiddle 

and scraping down the edges can show in half an hour that 

thin edges weaken tone.  Why argue this for a lifetime ?  

Whom do you follow, Otto o r  Stradivari ? 

Many a writer falls into a dither when he comes to 

the word "overtone" . Most solo instruments have weak 

high overtones and their fundamentals and lower overtones 

are strong. The poorest string on the violin is the G, which 

has weak fundamentals in the first octave. On a good vio

lin Tartini tones furnish bass accompaniment all over the 

fingerboard except in the lower positions of the G.  

paper with a crease down the centre . The latter to act as  

a kind of funnel . Never touch the powder with your hands. 

One reader (no ! ! I h ad better not mention his 

name) got powder on the floor, in the sink and on h is 

h ands and his trousers. Th is can be avoided with care 

�nd one should always wear an (old) apron on such jobs . 

I told him to offer up a prayer for his trousers as the pow

der is powerful stuff. I very much doubt if the cleaners 

will be able to shift it . I 'm sorry, I have to handle about 

four pounds at a time in the storage tins without getting 

messed up . Careful work is needed. " 

"You can 't throw too much style in a miracle. " . . . . . • . • •  Mark Twain 
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INTERNATIONAL VIOLIN COMPANY 
H EADQUARTERS FOR VIOLIN SU PPLIES 

Vi o l i n  Wood at a B i g  Savi ngs. Seasoned Sp ruce Tops-One and 
Two P iece Qua rte r Sawed Maple fo r Backs. Very Se lect Qua l i ty 

Ebony Fi nger Boa rds, Pegs, etc . Our Assortment of Vio l i n  Suppl ies 
is  Complete. Savings are Tremendous. Write for Price List 

LU IGI NICOSECO OI L VARNI SH - THE WORLDS FINEST 

Enhances the value of any Violin. This incomparable Oil Varnish is renowned around 
the world for its Superior Excellence. Never Smears-never Checks-imparts a mast 
Distinctive Finish to your Violin. 

NOTE THESE LOW PRICES FOR SUCH SUPERB QUALITY 

Neutral  or Any Color Des i red : Per P i nt - $3 .50, 2 Oz . Bottle - BOc 
1 Doz. Assorted 2 Oz. Bott les - $B .OO .  Prices F .O. B.  Balt i more, Md. 

Send for a Sample Order Today and ask for the Violin Makers Supply Price List 

N EW " BOW-HA I R" S E N SAT ION - Have you t rouble in gett ing good 
Bow Hai r and paying exhorb i tant p r ices? I f  so, try our C h iefta i n  
W h i te Nylon Bow H a i r  - a 1 960 reve lation.  

Our "CH I EFTA I N WH I TE NYLON BOW HA I R" is stronger than the 
old type horse ha i r  and is h i ghly p ra i sed by a l l  v io l in  makers and 
v i o l i n i sts who use it .  

Per Pound, Hank 
Per Doz . U n i ts - - -

$20 .00 

$ 5 .00 

Y2 Pou nd -
Per G ross 

Postage Extra 

- - - $ 1 0.50 

- - $4B .00 

I NTERNATIONAL VIOLIN COMPANY 

4 1 4  East Ba lti m o re St.,  Baltimore 2, Maryland, U.S.A. 

S T U E K ERJ UERGE N  V IOLIN S 
H A V E  A NUMBER O F  V I O L I NS T H A T  I H A V E  MAD E  O V E R  

A NUMBE R O F  Y E AR S .  T H E S E  A R E  O F F E R E D  F O R  SA L E  
A T  R E A S O NABLE P R I C ES WH I LE T H E  ST O CK LA S TS .  

E X C E L L E N T  V I OL I N S :  GO O D  T O N E  A N D W O R K M A N S H I P .  
C O R R ESP O N D E N C E  I N V I T E D .  W R I T E : -

EDWARD J .  STUEKERJ UERGEN . 2 6 1 1  AVE . L .  FT . MAD ISON . I OWA . 

A S U P REME VIOLI N 
VARN ISH & F I LLER 
After many yea.rs of research and 

experiment a fine Filler and Varnish has 
been developed and perfected. 

I NTRODUCTORY PRICE 

Fi l ler  - - - 4 oz. 
Va rnish 1 oz. 
Va rnish - - 3 oz. 

COLORS 

$2.00 

.75 

1 . 50 

Yellow Brown Scarlet 

A LITTLE GOES A LONG WAY 

Lee McNeese 
1 70 South Tisdale 

BU FFALO, WYOMING, U.S.A. 

VIOLI N MAK E RS - SOM ETH I NG N EW 

FOSSIL WOOD 
A l l ow yourse l f  the p l easure of own i ng an i nstrument with power, 

refi nement and n ob i l i ty of tone. Try our Patent Foss i l  Wood. 

Fossil  wood is prepared by us from the finest European Spruce and German 

Maple. Write us and find out a l l  about it. We supply wood for a complete 

instrument and at a moderate price. Fassi l  wood eventual ly becomes as hard 

as bone, producing perfect tone. Write for particulars. 

JAN HILBERT NORLANDER 
GUNNI LSE, SWEDEN 



7�e �t"ihl �ectith 
Conducted by 

CARMEN WH I TE 

MORE ABOUT STEEL STRINGS 

This month, we will consider the proponents of me
tal strings for our instruments. Two letters of interest, both 
speaking strongly for metal strings, are worthy of consider
ation because they give much factual information, not only 
about the strings themselves, but about bowing problems 
and other mechanical aids, such as the proper resin to use. 
The first letter is from Mr. Arthur Johnston, of Wellington, 
New Zealand: 

Steel Strings and Their Use 

Arthur Johnston, Karori, New Zealand 

" In Wellington about year 1917 I was playing the 
violoncello with a small group of players which included 
violinists. A first violinist broke an E string and appealed 
for a loan of one. Strangely enough no one had a spare 
gut E string. Having a set of Mandolin strings I offered an 
E steel mandolin string not expecting it to be accepted. 
'Yes that will do; I have used them before, , was the reply. 
Do they suit you? Yes! the only fault is, they are hard on 
the bow-hair. I found out afterwards two other players 
had spare gut E strings but they were not lending because 
they might be caught witholl.t the spare gut string them
selves. That steel string stood very well that night 57 

years ago. 

In 1944 I had severe injuries and it was not until 
195 1 I was alongside another violoncellist whom I asked if 
he had any knowledge of the new steel strings which were 
advertised? Replying he said 'Yes I have an A string on now, 
but as I am playing the solo tomorrow night I am taking "it 
off because it squeals when one least expects it. ' Now hav
ing plenty of experience with gut strings on violins violon
cellos and double basses, I knew squeals may be had in 
abundance with bad or careless bow work again a finger 
on an adjoining string to that which is being played could 
accidentally touch against a string close to a nodal point 
and the bow allowed to drift. The noise produced is not 
classically beautiful. It is not the gut string 's fault, and, 
I have in days long passed tried all manner of ways to find 

reasons by definitely trying to reproduce on steel these 
offending squeals. While in the city the following day I 
discussed the trouble of the A steel string on the violon
cello. The dealer showed me the strings which were 
Austrian made " Thomastik" brand. I bought an A for 
one of my cellos. The A string went on a cello with 
mechanical pegs tested against the A gut string on tae 
other instrument I was well satisfied with the tone. But 
as for squealing I tried all reasonable bowings. A fort
night passed. Some days that instrument had four hours 
work. I just had to be " deliberate" to find a squeal and 
found as with gut strings any slovenly or careless use of 
the bow will bring poor results. The intelligently con
trolled use Of the bow on string instruments is largely a 
factor in the almost world wide acceptance of the violin 
family. The first cello soon had the full set of strings 
all Thomastik. Some six months passed with the steel 
compared with gut and metal covered strings. Then the 
s"econd violoncello was equipped fully all steel strings and 
microtuning mechanical equipped tail piece. 

Then came a violin once the worst example of bad 
work I had ever seen. 1 am especially vain over it because 
the work put into it made it a fine tone violin. Now it� 
fully equipped with steel strings, tailpiece tuner and 
fingerboard newly made to suit steel strings. So success
ful was the complete job in competition with the best 
gut strings I could buy, that violin followed violin until 
today 8 violins have steel strings with microtuning to each 
string. There followed a viola, new one, then a double 
bass also new and the changeover I made gave fine results. 
I have still to alter the angle of the fingerboard and " It" 
will be a fine solo instrument giving two octaves scales of 
good tone on the top pair of strings. For a whole month 
that bass has remained in tune. But in the conversion from 
gut to steel or silver, is there any catch in it. 

The humbug that a violin would have to have a new 
bass bar within five years as mentioned in a book is ignor
ant verbosity and just cheap word spinning. Two cellos 
have steel strings for 10 years now and only one A and one 

Address all communications for the String Section to: Mr. Carmen White, 1022 Caddo St. , San Angelo, Texas, U. S. A. 
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C string went on a cello that had about 5000 hours heavy 

work. Violins had from 9, -8,  -7;5 and 6 years and NOT 

ONE HAS SHOWN ANY SIGN OF top plates collapsing or 

needing new bass bars after fitting steel strings. The 

writer who was responsible for its being published must 

have drawn on his imagination and had no knowledge of 

actual technical facts . What advantages do modern steel 

and silver strings have? First, tonal quality equal any gut 

strings (plus more clarity).  Second , Durability r Third, 

keeping in tune for long periods. Fourth , Not affected by 

damp . Every instrument I have repaired, rebuilt and re

equipped has that resonant singing quality wanted by me 

in all my instruments; the whole twelve being the sam e 

brand of (Thomaslik) string. 8 Violins, 1 Viola, 2 Cellos, 

1 Double Bass. Especial particulars are necessary when 

changing over to steel strings. 

THE FINGER BOARD MUST BE ADJUSTED TO 

SUIT THE BRIDGE TO GET FULL RESULTS AND THE BEN

EFIT OF MODERN STEEL STRINGS " On No Account" 

MUST THE BRIDGE LOWERED THE FIRST VIOLIN 

EQUIPPED WHEN BEING REPAIRED AND REBUILT HAD 

THE FINGER BOARD ESPECIALLY MADE SO IT WAS 

MUCH CLOSER TO THE STRINGS AND USING THE SAME 

HEIGHT OF BRIDGE AS' WAS FOR GUT STRINGS. Any 

reduction of bridge he ight for metal strings is wrong and 

throws away some of the volume these strings give. 

Important is the RESIN FOR STEEL STRINGS . 

Now having made a complete change over to m etal 

strings ,  owing to them being thinner you need a better 

resin than any I know on the market or advertised. 

Buy a pound of common resin. Take two ounces 

and one half teaspoon of purified linseed oil. Melt to 

gether in a small tin placed in a larger tin of water. 

Keep stirring whilst the resin melts. Powder the resin first 

does the job quicker and better. If that mixture when cold 

docs not give all you wish very slightly increase the lin

seed oil content or reduce it . By varying the amount of 

o il and resin, for fifty c ents you can have resin to suit 

almost any bearable temperature and grip. Well ! you 

will save your bowhair from wearing, a tight jerky lot of 

rubs after each 1 1/2 hours playing and the tone. You will 

not go back to gut or metal covered gut strings unless you 

intend to deliberately bluff yourself that anything new 

cannot be good or better. 

The -last word to opponents to modern steel or 

metal strings. Why are you using metal covered strings ? 

I 'll answer that myself. Because your lower strings 

which are covered give better tone than the thicker gut 

strings which when thick are not so responsive. 

To those who are opposed to tail p iece tuners ! 

Why do you who use a metal tuner on the E string, some 

times also o n  the A string ? Why not get fine tuning on 

all strings ? 

Get rid of those cobwebs of antiquity that you allow 

to clutter up your mental faculties. I am not a teenager-

but a 74 year oldster keen on research work and debunking 
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those pseudo pedants and smarty dicks who pose a s  know 

alls--whose reckless verbosity soon exposes them as 

experts who know everything about " NOTHING AT ALL" . "  

* * * * * * * 

Editor's comment: Mr. J ohnston certa inly has done quite a 

bit of " debunking" in this interesting letter. He speaks with 

authority, but his experiences with metal strings seem to 

differ from those of many fine artists who have not yet put 

these strings on their fine instruments. If we are to take 

this letter seriously, we must admit that most of the finest 

artists for the past fifty or more years have had " cobwebs" 

in their thinking, and many of the best players today still 

have them, in spite of the new and finer metal strings 

available today. The following letter from Mr. W. L. 

C onnel, who is himself a manufacturer of Lycon strings in 

D enmark, explains the " rope core" of the metal string and 

gives further information of interest about metal strings . 

* * * * * * * * 

" D ear Mr. White : 

Y ou have certainly started something ! There is no 

surer way of starting an argument than to raise the question 

of metal versus gut strings and I have no doubt there will 

be a lively discussion in your String Section. It is obvious 

that, as a string manufacturer, I shall not participate but 

it would seem to me of the utmost importance that the 

Conductor should not start off on the wrong beat ! 

I have just received the March issue--which in itself 

calls for warmest congratulations--and have read with the 

greatest interest Dr. Leonard Marsh 's article and your com

ments. It would appear from these that there is some hazi

ness on the subj ect of " rope-core" strings, and as these are 

our invention, I may be permitted to give you a little 

assistance. 

In the first place, Dr. Marsh asks: " What is rope 

core? The only thing I feel certain about i s  that i t  isn't 

rope !" and this question remains unanswered in your com 

ments. The term " rope-core" was the best which could be 

found as a description of the new strings when they were 

brought on the market, the intention being that it should 

be understood that the core is twisted
'
like a rope, whereas 

all steel strings prior to our invention were made with one 

solid wire as a core. To be perfectly candid, it was only 

when reading these articles that it came to my knowledge 

that there was any doubt about the word 'rop e '  as it seemed 

fairly obvious that a metal string could only have a wire 

rope core or it would not be a m etal string. I enclose a 

leaflet wh ich I think will give you the whole idea of a rope

core string . 

I cannot imagine that you will expect me to agree 

with your views, expressed in F ebruary and March issues, 

and I am not satisfied in my own mind that you are making 

a fair comparison between gut and steel strings. There are 

two types of steel strings, rope-core and solid-core, and 

it is essential that this fact be realized. Your statements 

regarding damage to instruments are consequently far too 



sweeping to be allowed to pass unchallenged. For the past 

7 years it has been possible to keep a very close check on 

this matter by our British representative, Mr. Laurence 

Naisby of Liverpool, himself a practical bench worker who 

knows what excessive tension can do to an instrument . 

Throughout these years he has kept a careful watch on all 

the instruments regularly entrusted to his care and there 

has never been the slightest sign of damage of any kind 

which could be attributed to our strings. 

As I see you play the violin and viola, I enclose a 

set for each and if you will only give these strings time to 

settle, I think there is every likelihood of your revising 

your views ! I resent your use of " good strings " in the mean

ing of gut strings before you have had an opportunity of try

ing really good strings ! 

With every good wish, I am, 

Yours sincerely, 

" W . L .  Connel" 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

Editor's comment: Thank you, Mr. Connel, for this fine 

explanation of the " rope core" . I plead guilty to your charge 

of failure to explain it; you have guessed right; I knew very 

little about it until I received your good letter. However, 

I have compared metal and gut strings under the same con

ditions and on the same instruments, and my conclusions 

and experiences seem to differ from yours. If I seem to 

use " good strings" in the meaning of gut strings, please 

understand that I mean no offence to you or to anyone; 

I just hear and feel that way about these controversial mat

ters, and in so doing, we seem to be in accord with the 

opinions of the greatest of artists and string players today. 

As your folder points out, many of these players have en

dorsed your fine strings, and apparently, they may be chang

ing their minds about the very strings which they have used 

with success for the past fifty or more years. But I saw no 

metal strings in the string section of the Philadelphia Sym

phony Orchestra under Ormandie when they played here, 

nor have I seen very many in other orchestras and quartets - 

o r  o n  the instruments o f  soloists. I have known great solo 

ists to endorse certain products as having great merit, but 

in actuality, the soloist never used the product at all--or 

if so, he used it only once or twice. Back in the twenties, 

one of the greatest violinists of our time endorsed a certain 

maker's new violins in writing as being equal to old Italian 

instruments. But he never bought one and played on it, and 

those violins today are worth only about $ 150 each ! Do 

you suppose his face would be red today if someone called 

this old endorsement to his attention? He is still playing 

his Stradivarius ! 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

The General Editor intrudes ! I received the following com
ment" from our friend Dr. F. A.  Saunders. Unfortunately it 
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arrived too late for Mr. Carmen White 's approval. It fits 

in so well with the above discussion that I feel it should be 

inserted here. I hope the Editor of The String Section 

will forgive my intrusion ! Dr. Saunders has sent me a 

most interesting article on many subj ects. This is an ex

tract. (D . W. ) 

* * * * * * * * * 

" Comment on page 1 5 ,  March issue: Carmen Whit e  is too 

young to remember the hot battle which went on before the 

metal E string was adopted. Even now a few brave souls 

survive to use gut. I was told a long while ago by one who 

ought to know that Kreisler used metal strings on his Strad. 

He did not enjoy having a string break in the middle of a 

performance,  and when he got through a concert it was 

usual to hear that his tone was wonderfully good. The 

Lycon (Danish) invention was to use five, or seven, very 

fine wires for the E striJ.g, twisted (or braided) together to 

act as one. It was the hope that such a core, covered 

with other windings for the lower strings, would introduce 

a little inner friction similar to that existing in gut, and 

thus reduce the strength of high squeaks. I see (p. 16) that 

we shall have to classify Kreisler among the 'students, cow

boy fiddlers, etc. ' Too bad; but he has plenty of company 

among artists who use all-metal strings. The much -feared 

increase in tension of the strings is no more than one can 

reach by changing to gut strings . "  Dr. F. A. Saunders . 

* * * * * * * * * 

And now, let us tum to a more inspirational sub 

ject--to our first love--the violin itself ! Here is a fine 

account of a visit to the Banks House as written by Mr. 

George Friess, and we feel that every lover of the violin 

and of violin music will be inspired by this visit and the 

excellent account of it here: 

THE BANK'S HOUSE by George Friess 
On a bluff overlooking Lake Whatcom, on the out-

skirts of Bellingham, Washington, there stands a house. 

And to the passerby, just a house, like many others which 

dot the lakeshore in that area . However, there is this 

distinction . This house, unlike the others, is a sort of 

mecca for the people who are interested in violins and 

other stringed instruments played with the bow. Through 

its doors have passed many people, including collectors; 
violin-makers and musicians. 

This is the home of the internationally known col

lector and connoisseur, Mr. Clyde Banks , who for the last 

thirty years has been building a reputation as a collector 

and authority on old violins and other stringed instruments 

played with the bow. 

Many " old masters" h ave passed through his 

hands, and his collection today is one of the largest in 

the Pacific Northwest. Currently it is headed by such in

struments of the Cremona and Italian School, as Strad. , 

Guarnerius, Amati, Gagliano and others. 



The French school is well represented with such 
makers as Vuilliaume, Lupot, etc. There are also some 
German and English makers, including a viola by Benjamin 
Banks. 

The Banks, Mr. and Mrs. , are friendly p eople, 

and one soon feels at home .  Somehow, they seem to find 
time for visitors. Mrs. Banks, a violinist in her own right, 
is now concentrating on the cello, and is a member of the 
Bellingham Civic Orchestra , owns two fine instruments, a 
French , and the other by one of the world's best makers, 
Goffruller, said to be equal to Strad. I had the pleasure 
of hearing this instrument played by Mrs. Banks. 

Accompanied by Violinist Bruno Dala Porta , I re
cently made a trip down to see the Banks. This was to be 
a short visit, combining business with pleasure. I would 
mention here that the expansive livi.ng room in the 
Banks ' hom e ,  is done in wood panelling throughout . There 
are no rugs or excessive furnishings cluttering it up . S impli
city se ems to be the keynote, thus making it ideal, acous
tically, for the p laying of stringed instruments such as 
violins. 

One after another, the Gems in his collection 
were brought out by Mr. Banks, to be admired, played 
and of course, discussed; the playing being done by both 
Mr. and Mrs. Banks, Mr. Dala Porta and Pauline Dalquest, 
Violist in the Bellingham Civic Orchestra. M rs .  Dalquest, 

by the way, used to play the violin, but has switch ed to 
viola . 

It was a great day for m e !  Literally dozens of 
these old instruments were played, violins, violas and 
the Goffr iller cello. The hours slipped by unnoticed; 
th e  intended " short visit" lengthened into an all day ses
sion. Finally after a general discussion over refreshments 
I reluctantly tore myself away for the long two-hour drive 
back to Vancouver and home , with the sound of those 
strings still ringing in my ears, and the thought of a mem 
orable day spent at The Banks ' House. 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

The following is a description of an outstanding 

violin in Mr. Clyde Banks ' collection. 

A VIOLIN BY FRANSISCUS GOBETTI 

. Fransi�cus .Gobetti, 1 690-1749, is one of the best known of the Venetian makers, thought by some to have been a 
puplI of StradIVan This, however, has been very much questioned by other chroniclers. 

Gobetti worked on two models, the first was somewhat smaller, not unlike those of Strad 's  earlier period. The 
second model, commonly known as the " Gobetti Type" , is more of large Amatise outline ,  but broader and heavier. 

The arching, medium to full, with one noticeable characteristic, the deeper cutting of the middle bouts, the 
sound holes low-set, and appear much like early Amatis, definitely not like Strad 's.  

H is Backs are of very handsome ,  curly wood, the grain in the top wood varies from fine to wide and the varnish 
exceptional, all shades from yellow to red and golden brown . 

' 

Th e violin shown here is a typical example, in a fine state of preservation. The arching rather full, but not exces
sive, begins to rise right near the edges. The " F" holes noticeably low-set; the original varnish is a rich goldenbrown 
(with some orange -brown tints)and remains in good supply. 

The measurements are, body length 14" , upper bouts 6 3/8" , middle bouts 4 7/8" , lower bouts 7 15/ 16" . 
The label reads: Fransiscus Gobetti, F ecit Venetis, 1712 .  It has a fine resonant tone, a remarkably fine quality 

on the E string, especially in the higher positions. 
We are indebted to Mr. Clyde Banks of Bellingham, Wash ington, its present owner, for photos and particulars of 

this fine instrument. 25 



by The Ed i tor 

The Mail Bag 

Remember I suggested some time ago that the " new" 
Journal would give me extra spare tim e ?  Well, in many 

ways it certainly has; but it didn't stop the influx of mail 
overflowing my desk. Mail is always welcome for it is 
the barometer of the Journal--tells me the reaction of the 
readers. You will notice some of this reaction in the two 
center pages of this month 's issue, very gratifying - thank 
you ! 

I have always prided myself in the fact that I answer 
every letter. I hope I can still continue to do so , but if 

you don 't hear from me in 2 or 3 weeks you may assume 
your letter is still somewhere in my pile of " Letters to 
answer' . Remember I must relax a little and I relax 
by making violins--about half an hour a day! I 

N ew Articles 

Speaking of violin-making--I hope there will be 
many that will find th e  new series on Violin Building use 
ful. The second of this series will be written by Mr. Harry 
Wake . He will start by describing the making of the Form 
or mould and will proceed as far as he can in the small 
space at his disposaL 

I hope to install still another regular column con
ducted by this same Harry Wake who has already sent me 
pages and pages of invaluable h ints for the maker. I feel 

the best way to use these would be in a separate column; 
this will be called "Fiddle Fix" . Not only is Mr. Wake an 
accomplished and successful maker but also an inventor-
see his advance notice of a machine for groving and purfling. 
H arry sent me a sample of the work done by this machine 
and it is " perfect" . This regular adv. will appear in the 
next issue. 

Violins and V iolinists 

Readers of the " old" V C V must have experienced 

a strong feeling of regret when this widely read magazine 
ceased publication some months (or is it a year?) ago . Two 

weeks ago I received the " New" V iolins and Violinists 
which will appear 4 times a year. N aturally it is a much 
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reduced effort but most attractive and the contents-
well send for one (free) and see for yourself. An article 
on Guarnerius Del Gesu is really quite startling. I hope 
to comment on it " Editorially" next issue. P ublished by 
Wm. Lewis and Son, 30 East Adams Street, Chicago 3, 
I ll . , U . S . A .  

The Arizona Journal 

This v iolin and guitar makers magazine has im 
proved greatly the last few issues . Send for a copy and 
see for yourself. It is published by Bob Wallace , 
4 1 18 Mill Street, Miami, Arizona. Price $ 3 . 00 per year. 
Bob is a wonderful " Guy" 1 and his talks always unique . 
The Arizona Violin Makers Association recently put on 
a very successful competition of N ew V iolins against 
Old Masters. Report of this Competition will appear in 
the J ournal next issue as it came too late to insert in 

this nwnber. 

Jack Batts 

An outstanding maker and repairer, Jack Batts of 
2 18 East Broadway, Johnston C ity, Ill. is one of our new 
readers, and a prolific writer. I h ad not found time to 
arrange J ack 's writings into an article but today I received 
another contribution from him . This one all ready for the 
press. It is entitled " Th e  R ing" and deals with one o f  the 
gadgets employed by professional repairmen. In Jack 's 
article he describes how to use it for fitting a Bass-bar. 
This also will appear in our next issue. 

British Colwnbia Wood 

I also h ave the above topic on the agenda for the 
next issue ! The fact that many fine makers in the U. S . A .  
have written m e  stating they would use nothing else but 
B. C .  wood has inspired me to prepare this article.  I hope 
I can find time to do it j ustic e .  I am being very kindly 
assisted with samples and information by Mr. O .  R .  Balme 
of MacMillan, Bloedel and Powell River Co. Ltd. 

Photographs of hugh S itka Spruce trees and other interest
ing subj ects will all be shown through the courtesy of this, 
B. C. 's  largest logging company. 
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STRINGS AND STANDARDS 

Mersenne established the Laws of the Vibrating 
String by careful experiment, and correctly stated them 
mathematically. He determined the Law of Length by 

counting the cps of a 100-foot spinet
string, which vibrated so slowly it could 
be counted with precision . . . .  
1/2 the length vibrated 2 times as fast, 
1/4 the length vibrated 4 times as fast. 
( � m eans " is proportional to" . Stated 
in words, the formula says: The number 
of cycles-per-second is inversely propor-
tional to the string length--L. ) 

His next step was to determine the frequencies of 

all the tones of his organ: Take a brass-string and divide it 
into 2 lengths, I -foot and 100-foot. Weight the shorter 

string until its plucked-tone matches the 
chapel-organ f# . Move the weight to 
the long string; pluck it and time it and 
you get 2 cps. 

The chapel-organ f# was therefore 
100 x 2 = 200 cps. He set down those 
frequencies in a table. (ST#2 summar
ized the results important to us. ) 

There is 1,0 need to duplicate this ex
periment, which has been described only 
so all may know his procedure. 

He then recommended that a note in a composition 
be designated in cps by the composer so all men would 
forever know the composer's  intent, and nevermore in the 
world need there be confusion of pitch. 

19� O  
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This sage advice fell on deaf ears, and the confusion con

tinued, even unto today . 

250 years later Ellis completed his monumental 
work of measuring --labelled in cps--the pitches of old 
organs, p itch pipes and forks throughout Europe. As did 

others following him, he failed to observe that Mersenne 

used two different rules (rulers) .  H ence he assumed that 
Mersenne's  measurements were inaccurate.  Had he 

recalled that all seconds-pendulums have to be very nearly 
one -meter in length -----his speculations would have been 
closer to real fact. Merse=e described the pendulum at 
least 5 times in h is text. The moral to the story is - - - - 

duplicate (and verify if possible, or challenge if not pos
sible ) those experiments . 

Reviewing page S5:  at sea-level, Merse=e used a 
3 1/2 foot pendulum . The length in centimeters of such a 
p endulum at irS °latitude is 99. 3 65 .  Dividing the length 
in centimeters by 3 1/2 gives Mersenne 's pendulum-foot = 

2 8 . 39 cm . Note: he did not perform the experiment at 
"1-> °but the difference of a few degrees is negligible.  

Although it would be convenient to have all mea
surements standardized in th e  metric-system, hasty action 
on this compounds our errors and our confusion. For 
example, the latest edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica 
contains J ust such a metric translation error in Mersenne 's  
speed of sound. Using correct arithmetic,  the wrong-sized 
foot was incOrrectly translated into the metric system. Lest 
this appear tnvial or inconsequential to the violin maker . .  
it make� a tremendous difference if you do not know the 
exact size of Mersenne 's ruler when you read what he has 
to say on belly-thickness of instruments . More on this 
later. 

Also, ",hen you study the engineering drawings of 
Praetorius, which were drawn to perfect scale, remember 
that the Brunswick foot of Praetorius = 28. 56 cm. H e  
printed a cut o f  his rule Bessaraboff checked the cut 
measurement. 

The lowest useful tone that can be distinguished as 
a musical -tone is 16 cps. Disregarding the " absolute 
length" on a " foot" , organ-builders call a p ip e  which pro 
duces this tone a " 32-foot p ip e" , for example: 

1 960 CCC 1 6 . 35 1 cps. 
Mersenne 1635 BBBB 16 2/3 cps. 

Although a purist would brush up on his astronomy 
and make that pendulum by measuring 1/84000 of a mean 
solar day, we can take advantage of modern technology by 
buying a meter stick, and get on with Violin Organology . 
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S cience for the Maker #3 

Smiley - - C opyr. 1961  

INTEGRA TION AND A SPEC -SHEET 

Stradivarius built his violins with exquisite geomet
ric and acoustic precision. Let us go at the problem with 
a new approach. 

BP -PA TTERN Trace the Earl Strad on good paper (post 's 
# 1 69 Tracing) and cut off the solid-black line. Crease 
pattern lengthwise down the join .  Balance creased pat
tern on the point of a pencil and mark the site Pattern
BP . The diagram is folded on BP -Line. Note: Balance
Point of the pattern = the natural center of gravity, cg-
of the plate. 

MOW -OUTLINE It will be more convenient to halve your 
100 cm string. T ie a knot at 25 cm (half the half). 

Using rubber-cement, adhere the string to broken-line 
labelled blocked-mold-outline, starting at X and fin
ishing at Y. Do the rema ining string in the same fashion 
on the other half-plate .  Connect the knots with a 
straight-edge and observe that the BP and the 2 knots 
fall on the BP-Line. It takes exactly 100 cm of string 
to outline the blocked-mold. 

AREA-INTEGRA TION Use the calculus and integrate the 
area of the plate ? F ind the areas with a planimeter? 
Or shall we do it a simpler and far more accurate way ? 
Then make a 

STRAW-BALANCE Two long straws are joined with a 

creased piece of cardboard from book-matches. Thread, 
needle, 2 paper drinking-straws, 2 pins--cost less than 
a farthing. 

.. 

l 

Ma k e  a.. 
S1'RAW-BAlANc.E 

f a,.-
i nt egl' a t i ng 

a V e a. 6  

1 .  D etermine the entire 
Plate-Area.  

2 .  Remove the stippled 
Rim-Area + 6 blocks. 

3 .  The remaining white 
area is the 
Diaphragm -Area. 

The actual area-integra
tions of the Earl are left 
to the reader as an exer
cise. I have not deter
mined them . How do 
your values compare with 
those on the Spec-Sheet? 

SPEC -SHEET is a useful laboratory-aid. One should be 
made for each violin, entering your data in the blanks . 
Such facts are the fingerprint of the instrument. 

Additional information can be entered on the back of 
each spec-sheet. Systematic compilation of technical 
data makes it possible to correlate the science and th e  
art. 

Shown on the Spec -Sheet at " blanks" which you 
will not be able to fill in at this time because you lack 
sufficient information or equipment. Nevertheless, start 
making outlines and integrating as many instrnment areas 
as you can. The necessary information and equipment 
will be provided as this series progresses. You will soon 
discover that what works for the Strads does not hold for 
Guarnerius or other makers. This shouldneither surprise 
nor disturb you. 

Try all the Amati patterns you can. How do they 
compare ? Do not bother with unnamed and undated ( ie .  
unidentified) patterns s o  often found in the " textbooks" . 
Note that the Strad pattern in H eron -Allen is unidentified. 
H is Guarnerins pattern � identified. The patterns given 
in Broadhouse are all unidentified. Fraser's p attern i s  

unidentified. Some houses supply unidentified patterns. 

Be careful- -if it be a Strad, then what Strad? Photographic
enlargement of photos (if there be no distortion), providing 
you know � true measurement for that instrument, is 
fairly safe. (Know that illustrations in Hill 's book are E£t 
photographs; they are drawings ! Photo -enlargement of 

D uport Cello drawing does not fit any measur ements in 
the table of dimensions in the appendix. Etc . ) 

AREA-WEIGHTS FOR STRAW-BALANCE S ince the same 
paper must be used for the " weights" as for the p atterns 
you will integrate, it would be a good idea to lay in a 
supply of # 1 69 Post 's Tracing Paper. Although it is 
probably the least expensive 
drafting p aper, it is of uni
form thickness and quality. 
If the weights have a slit they 
will hang conveniently on the 
bentpin of the straw-balance . 

If you keep your weights in a 
labelled �nvelope, you will 
not have to make a new set 
very often. 

I 
� I r IOO � F i v e  

L tD  

}5� L lo 
One Of  

eael1 

§J � � 
l§: l3- LA U 

Mak e. 1-+ 
ATea. \Ve 'l,ht� 
(Pest' 5 #169)  

The measurements o f  this Strad-Copy (German) 
check with the English measurements --"Hawley Collec
tion" . We will nse the metric-system to see how the 
instruments were originally designed. 
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SMILEY SPEC -SHEET + D1agram 

. -;, . .  . .... 
.; ;, . .  :;,. . . : � ,. . . .. ..  .. . . . -. -. ;.,-. � " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... � ' l...!.. • -:. • •  ' "  ;:.. --

C ephal 1 c  to BP 2 l/-O . 0  c,mz. 

--A....- Caudal to BP 3 00 .0 �" 

1 -Plate total s 540 . 0  ","-1. 

-,r- Rim + Blocking /fO . O  om 1-

1 -Diaphragm A .  5 00.0 Wi "  
2 -Po rt Area 10 . 0  
Mo ld -Outl ine 10Q.0 c.m 
2 -Diaphragms 1000 . 0  CIm 'J.  
Cavity-Cub e .  �OOO. O c,m3 

Cav1ty- -He 1ght %h��e»v 
af. Body- - - -Length 35.5 � 
t 

Belly 
Wt . ( Tared ) ,,5: ± t gm --:--.::---. 
Suspen s ion 0. 40 e m  _..:.:::.x.:.,;.;;. 

', . ;,,;. 
' y  

.:;; 
. �  

� 
. .;; 

.:1' ..··i 
. =; 

:1 
'· 7 

:. 1 
:./ Strad1variu s 1 72 2  
:./ " The Earl " 

• :1 

Dia.phragm-Area 
i s  white 

Body-l ength o f  many Strada is 35 . 5  em --- - - _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

I .  



NEW INVESTIGATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Strad's  C enters of gravity (cg): S e em to be ahead of the 
bridge ! (Unless he created displaced-bps, which is un
likely because that would require a thinner cephalic end. ) 

Half-Plate Areas: varied from 270-280 cm ?- Compare 
this value with Cr 270-279 cps. 
(That gives 1 cm'l-per cps ! )  

The rather startling area-measurements (spec-sheet) 
were obtained in a somewhat more complicated manner 
(than presented in this article) from other Strads . There 
seemed to be no variation in: 

A. Mold-Outline length 
B .  C avity-Height 
C .  2 -Port-Area 
D. 2-Diaphragms 

There was marked variation in most cephalic and caudal 
areas. 

It is, of course, common knowledge that the tradi
tional measurements � ie. body length , bout widths, 
etc. 

This introduces a neat topological problem- -HOW 
did he readily change the linear dimensions and simultan-
eously retain the same Diaphragm-Area ? -j#? 

The virtual inaccessibility of valuable master instru
ments to most makers has made them almost helplessly de 
pendent on " information" given in " th e  books" . 
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The Violin Makers Journal periodically publishes 
some " challenges" of such " book information" . Obviously. 
quoting " another book" will not prove or disprove the point . 
Then what can the maker believe ? What i� the truth? 

In this chapter you have been given a few new tools 
which should enable you to find out some of the truth for 
yourself--with your own hands. Ask yourself " Where does 
this plate balance 7" Trace the instrument-pattern and 
find out for yourself. What would you have to do to such a 
plate to make it balance " where that book said it did" ? 

We � get the facts, but it takes ingenuity and a 
great deal of hard work. 

Study note :  To save space and reader 's time the material 
in this series is very tightly - -compactly written , with 
little padding, and without detailed elaboration. C areful 
reviewing and repeated cross-referencing will be helpful. 
A m issed word or a skipped experiment or exercise seems 
to have caused a few readers minor difficulties. S uch 
problems have been debugged by mail. 

OTHER SPEC -SHEET SOURCES 

Cr and Br : See St # 1 .  Reliable investigations ! 

Weights (tared) and Prs: More on this later, and equipment. 

Body Length: The most usual length of a Strad. Hill, etc . 

Suspensions (Back and Belly) and Thickest-Back: From H ill 
and M�:;ckel-Winckel--who seem to agree,  but . . .  

? Thickest-Belly: From H ill. M�ckel-Winck�l values do 
not agree.  Who can volunteer reliable m easurements ? 

NOTES AND TERMINOLOGY 

N atural-BP : Plate has cg (Plate-BP) .2!!. Patterri-BP -Line 

D isplaced-BP: Plate has cg (plate -BP ) off P attem-BP -Line . 

Cavity-Cubature: Can be determined by Scotch-taping, 
variously, the ports (f-holes) and end-pin hole, and 
filling cavity with fine tap ioca. 

Suspension = edge -thickness of diaphragm j ust inside the 
mold-outline. 

I f  you have finished your Reference -Monochord and 
subdivided it into Rowland's  tempered-tenths-Iengths, let 
me know, if you have not already. Do not forget to say 
what you are using for a frequency-standard, and enclose 
a snapshop if possible - -of you holding RM. Only piano 
wire can stand the tension. # 12 wire works best for open
string a -220 cps, and your ear can tell you the octave 
above .  Use a stronger wire if you tune the open string to a 
a '  -440 (whkh it is not really necessary to do). 

Request for generous cooperat ion by careful investigators: 

N eeded are reliable diagrams (and specs ? )  prefer
ably from original instruments of --

Amati (all) 

Stradivari, A .  

Violins Piccolo 
Violins 
Violas {; Tenore 
Cellos 
Violas da Gamba 
Violas d 'Amore 

G. Smiley, Organol ogy Research, Sunnyslop e, Ottumwa , 
Iowa, U. S . A .  

* * * * * * * * 
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EVERYTHING FOR THE V I OL I N  MAKER 

We l l - s e a s on e d  i m p o r t e d  w o od • • • • . . .  T o o l s , F i t t i n g s , p a t t e r n s , v a r n i s h . 

B o o k s  on V i o l i n m a k i n g , v a r n i s h  a n d  V i o l i n  Make r s . 
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WILLI A M  LEWIS & S O N, 3 0  E .  ADAMS ST.� CH ICAGO 3 ,  ILL. U . S . A .  

U n iversal Dictionary of Viol in & Bow Makers, by Wi l l i am Hen ley, Fi rst Edition ( i n  5 vol umes), a complete 
and comprehensive work conta i n i ng deta i l s  of thousands of makers throughout the world, past and p resent, 
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tlLycon " SUPPLE Rope Core Strings 
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" LYCON " showed the way, have l ived up to expectations, j ustified the confidence p laced in them and fulfi l led 
every demand. It is the refore only log i ca l that players the wo rld over continue to enjoy, p raise and recommend 

the i r  Lycon Strings. They a re so soft and pl iab le, have such warmth of tone and remarkable d u rabi l ity - truly 
a pleasure to play. They must not i n  any way be confused with meta l stri ngs as a whole. Lycon a re bui lt on a 

soft and pl iable core, gut- l i ke in nature. 

BOOSEY & HAWKES 
(CANADA) LTD. 

209 - 1 3  Victoria St., Toranto 2 
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R E M B E R T W U R L I T Z E R  
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RARE OLD A N D  N EW V I OL I N S  A N D  BOWS 

LARGEST S ELECT ION OF ACCESSOR I ES AND SUPP LI ES FOR V I OL I N  MAKERS AND REPA I RMEN 

• S E N D  FOR PRICE L I ST • 

R EM B E RT W U R LITZ E R  1 20 West 42nd Street, NEW YORK 36, N.Y. 

founded 1890 
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A U T H O R I TA T I VE A R T I C L E S  O F  I N T E R E S T  T O  ALL L O V E R S  O F  
S T R I N G E D  I N S T R U M E N T S .  T H E  M O S T  W I D E LY C I R CU LA T E D  
M A G A Z I N E  O F  I T S K I N O I N  T H E  W O R L D .  

ANNUAL SUBSCR I PT I ON TWO DOLLARS . 

ADDRESS : ' THE STRAD ' 2 DUNCAN TEHRACE , LONDON . N . 1  • , ENGLAND . 

S I N C E 1 9 0 0  

GIUSEPPE MO DAU DO 
Italian Violin Maker and Repairer 

O L D  

V I O L I N S E T C 

M O D E R N  

V I O L I N S 

V I O L A S  

C E L L O S  

B A S S E S  

B O W.S 

W O O D 
G E N U I N E C R E M O N A  V A R N I S H  

S T R I N G S  

The true Italian Varnish 
Send for Prices 

BARGAI N S  
in Old and Modern Italian Violins, Violas, 

Cellos and Basses 

G . M O D A UDO 
S.G. LA PUNTA-Pray. CA.TANIA, ITAlY -

I am o v e r s u p p l  i e d  w i  t h  m e d i  u m  a n d t o p  
q u a l i t y r o s e wo o rl  a n d  s p r u c e  g u i t a r wo o d .  
W i l l  s e l l t h o s e  s e t s  w h i c h I d o  n o t  p l a n 
to u s e fo r m y  o w n  g u i t a r s .  C an d r e s s  t o  
d e s l  r e d  t h i c k n e s s .  

A l s o m a k e  f i n g e r b o a r d s  t o  o r d e r  
( g u i t a r ,  b a n j o ,  m a n d o l i n ) 

FO R T H E F I N E S T I N  V I O L I N  A N D GU I TA R P O L I S H  
T R Y  " M I R A - G L O S S "  T H E M I R A r. L E P O L I S H 

$ 1 . 0 0 p o s t p a i d 

J O S E P H  F .  W A L L O  
1 3 1 I G S t r e e t  N o  r t h We s t  

W a s h i n g t o n  5 ,  D . C .  


